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letter from  



Dear Colleagues:

I write to share with you the final report of the President’s Commission on the Undergraduate
Experience.

I am deeply grateful for the Commission’s thoughtful engagement with the myriad issues
arising from the undergraduate program. There are many important insights throughout
the report. I want to extend a special thanks to commission chair and former Provost
Nancy Cantor, who brought to this task her passionate commitment to undergraduate
education.

I would like to emphasize two points at the outset.

The first is my belief that the very health of a university, broadly speaking, is connected
to how it cares for its students, and perhaps especially its undergraduate students because
of their special vulnerability to being neglected. This is not, in other words, just a matter
of living up to our responsibilities for educating the next generation. It is that and more.
Rather the point is that even the character and quality of the research emanating from the
institution will depend upon the degree to which we feel a desire to nurture, education-
ally, students into the life of the mind. This was my underlying motive in establishing the
Commission on the Undergraduate Experience.
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The second point is simply a caution that we not ignore or fail to recognize the tremen-
dous strides that have been taken in this University over the past two decades to refocus
our efforts on undergraduate education. It is important to underscore the positive work
that preceded the Commission’s efforts and that now provides the base for our efforts to
improve still more. Praise is due, therefore, for what we already have accomplished: for
example, the new ways of rewarding and recognizing teaching excellence and highly suc-
cessful new programs such as the Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program. These
are marks of distinction for Michigan.

But there is more we can do.  The Commission’s report asks us to enhance a cross-
university climate that encourages the richest possible intellectual life for our undergrad-
uates. It observes that the present experience of too many students tends to be discon-
nected from what is available.  It asks us to explore new ways of achieving greater stu-
dent-faculty interaction.  The Commission proposes creating incentives to encourage pro-
gram innovation and proposes consideration of everything from the use of public spaces
to attendance at the University’s cultural events as underutilized learning opportunities.
It is not easy summarize the thoughts of the report, but I would identify three vital
themes for the University’s attention:

Navigation — The University needs to provide better "maps" and guides for students
so they have increased access to the vast treasures—large and small—in our aca-
demic community.  It is a profound (but easy to underestimate) idea, and calls our
attention to just how difficult it can be for new students to take advantage of all we
offer.  And, as the Commission members said when we were together recently, it is
not simply a matter of providing more information.  We need to shape effective nav-
igational tools that help students understand all the possibilities around them.

Integration — In one of its most powerful messages, the report identifies the essen-
tial need to weave together all parts of a student’s experience here at Michigan.
Whether we are talking about a better connection between North and Central cam-
pus, or a stronger link between undergraduate educational and residential experi-
ences, or the use of public spaces to draw students and faculty together, or the
important connection between our classrooms and our communities, we must work
hard at integrating the various parts of a student’s living and learning experience.
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Layering — The recommendations in this report build a densely layered environ-
ment that brings our students in closer proximity to one other, to their faculty, and
to the community.  This vision is a strong one—to provide a tightly interwoven and
layered intergenerational experience where students learn from those ahead of them
and those behind.

The recommendations are far-ranging, and I encourage the campus community to spend
time discussing and considering the proposals.  In the next few weeks, I will work with
the Provost’s Office to appoint a steering committee to oversee a series of formal and
informal campus discussions and provide some seed funding to assist faculty, students,
and staff in the development of the most promising of the ideas.

Again, I am grateful to all those who contributed to this vital report.

Sincerely,

Lee C. Bollinger
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  summary

HISTORY AND CONTEXT

President Lee C. Bollinger convened the Commission on the Undergraduate Experience in
Winter Term, 2000 with a broad charge to explore, assess, and recommend changes in
undergraduate education at the University of Michigan.  The Commission’s composition
(including undergraduates, alumni, faculty, and both academic and non-academic admin-
istrators) reinforced the aim of considering academics, residential and student life, student
services, and other aspects of the undergraduate experience as a whole.  The Commission’s
proposals are meant to be wide-ranging and integrative.

Chaired by Provost Nancy Cantor, the Commission met regularly between March, 2000
and May, 2001.  After a series of initial framing discussions, it was divided into three tem-
porary subcommittees, each of which examined a core challenge for undergraduate educa-
tion at a public research university like Michigan:

the University’s large scale, diversity, and programmatic complexity 
the emerging intellectual and social importance of globalism 
the organization of the campus itself, as it embodies relationships between
student life and learning, between faculty and students, among diverse
disciplinary and student communities, and between the University and our
larger community

The Commission also sought feedback from student focus groups and advice from
university experts on a variety of issues, including campus planning, service-learning, inter-
national studies, arts programming, admissions, financial aid, faculty teaching practices,
and student retention.  After discussing the subcommittee reports and preliminary recom-
mendations, the Commission distilled the goals and proposals presented in this report.
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The Commission pursued its work in the context of a decade of significant efforts—by
national higher-education leaders, our peer institutions, and the University itself—to
renew undergraduate education at American research universities.  Throughout the
1990s, many educators criticized “the inadequacy, even failure” of baccalaureate educa-
tion at such institutions (in the words of the Boyer Report of the Carnegie Foundation For
the Advancement of Teaching), and research universities responded with such innova-
tions as first-year and “capstone” courses, the expansion of writing and research oppor-
tunities, and other curricular initiatives.  Although the process of curricular renovation at
Michigan had begun before it, this national conversation intensified our efforts, which
include such successes as LSA’s First-Year Seminar Program and Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program, and the College of Engineering’s Curriculum 2000.

The Commission sought both to build on and to move beyond such curricular progress.
Rather than focusing on the wholesale revision of the curriculum or classroom require-
ments, its findings seek to embed the ongoing improvement of the undergraduate cur-
riculum in a broader transformation of the undergraduate experience as a whole. That
transformation takes advantage of the social diversity, intellectual dynamism, and inter-
connectedness of domains that typify the research university at its best. 

The University’s greatest gift to its undergraduates is the capacity to connect across
boundaries—disciplinary, social, generational—and to engage students in intellectual
exploration and social encounter.  Too often, however, the undergraduate experience at
the University of Michigan is fragmented into disconnected pursuits, discrete subcultures,
and generational enclaves.  The proposals in this report are designed to undo that regime
of separations, and to bridge academics and student life, different disciplinary and student
communities, and the campus and the larger community.  They are intended to initiate a
conversation among members of the campus community and the public about new direc-
tions in undergraduate education. The recommendations are offered in the spirit of an
architect’s plan rather than a set of contractor’s drawings.  Altogether, the proposals define
a second chapter of change in the ongoing but still incomplete process of renewing the
undergraduate experience at Michigan.
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A GUIDING IDEAL: THE UNIVERSITY AS A GOOD CITY

The Commission was mindful from the beginning of the University’s fundamental insti-
tutional identity: that of a large, complex, public research university dedicated to both
comprehensiveness and cutting-edge excellence in its scholarship, creative work, and
teaching.  Both the virtues and the problems of undergraduate education at the University
flow from this basic reality.  At its best, the University offers undergraduates an exhila-
rating array of intellectual and social opportunities.  Students can work with some of the
world’s leading scholars and explore almost every conceivable human activity in their
work and play.  The very scale of the University—as it is encountered, for instance, in the
Graduate Library, Hill Auditorium, or Michigan Stadium—offers students an embodi-
ment of the grandeur of the educational mission itself.  At its worst, however, the same
qualities of size, complexity, and specialized inquiry can make the University seem
opaque, impersonal, bureaucratic, and neglectful to its undergraduates.

In thinking about the ways the University’s particular strengths can best inform the under-
graduate experience, the Commission returned repeatedly to a single, guiding metaphor:
the idea of the university as a kind of city.  Good, livable cities embody many of the
virtues and experiences that undergraduate education at the University can provide.
Cities are both a gathering-place and a crossroads, compact and set apart but dedicated
to the open, dynamic interchange of ideas, experiences, and goods among intimates and
strangers. In the same way, a great public research university can uniquely offer under-
graduates an educational community that is at once civic-minded, cosmopolitan,
inclusive, diverse, dynamic, and welcoming, where students gain entry into an expansive
community with the tools for exploration and change.

ASSESSING THE UNDERGRADUATE EXPERIENCE

The Commission reached several linked assessments about the current state of the under-
graduate experience at the University.  Overall, it found the quality of undergraduate
education to be good, fostered by the University’s breadth of programming, by the
faculty’s intellectual stature and pedagogical seriousness, and by several successful initia-
tives including:

the Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program, enabling more than a
thousand undergraduates each year to collaborate on cutting-edge research
with top scholars  
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living-learning programs like the arts-oriented Lloyd Hall Scholars Program,
Women in Science and Engineering, and the Residential College  
the First-Year Seminar Program, offering 140-150 seminars across every part
of the curriculum 
the School of Engineering’s Curriculum 2000, which has developed innova-
tive introductory courses based on integrative, inquiry-based teaching
the Sweetland Writing Center, providing introductory and advanced peda-
gogy across the entire University curriculum

The academic achievements, satisfaction, and institutional loyalty of U-M students are
quite high as measured by a recent survey. These positive responses are fostered not only
by the University’s academic strength but also by the social vibrancy of Ann Arbor and
the students’ “civil society.” 

There are important areas of programming where the University fully focuses its capaci-
ties and energy on the integration of undergraduate life and learning and the creation of
a diverse, dynamic, and welcoming educational community:

Intergroup Relations, Conflict, and Community offering first-year semi-
nars, intergroup dialogues, and residence hall workshops
community-engagement, service-learning, and public-cultural programs,
including the Ginsberg Center for Community Service and Learning; the
Arts of Citizenship Program; the Prison Creative Arts Project; the Detroit
Initiative; and the museums, libraries, and cultural institutions of the Public
Goods Council and the various schools and colleges 
a commitment to carry interdisciplinary programs, faculty positions, and
research into undergraduate teaching as exemplified by recent experiments
such as the Global Change Curriculum and the new integrative courses
sponsored by the Life Sciences Initiative    

However, the overall ecology of campus life and the individual student experience often
remains disjointed and compartmentalized, so that undergraduates are not able fully to
engage the breadth and diversity of the University in support of their intellectual, ethical,
and social development.  The Commission’s concern for the interconnectedness,
dynamism, diversity, and reflectiveness of the undergraduate experience, with the “urban
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vision” ``in mind, translate into concrete problems, which are addressed in the
Commission’s recommendations.  Among these are enrichment of faculty-student interac-
tion, upgrading campus housing and its residential culture, improving the quality of advis-
ing and information coordination for students, increasing financial-aid resources, and cre-
ating a living and learning environment in which students of all backgrounds and experi-
ences can succeed and take advantage of improved opportunities for transformation and
connection. 

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Commission’s recommendations are offered on two levels.  The first is a set of six
goals, informed by the Commission’s vision of the undergraduate experience at U-M and
its assessment of the University’s current strengths and weaknesses.  The second level is a
set of specific proposals.

GOAL 1  - MAKE THE CAMPUS MORE INTERCONNECTED, INTEGRATED, AND

PERMEABLE.

The geography of the campus should express, make available, and encourage
students to take advantage of the intellectual reach, social diversity, and
expansive activity that define the University at its best.

Proposals 

Build and adapt residence halls to function more like residential colleges.
Build and retrofit non-residential buildings for multipurpose, intergenera-
tional, all-day use.
Improve both the physical and intellectual connections between North
Campus and Central Campus.
Remove barriers to interdisciplinary and inter-college study and collaboration.
Create a Dewey Center For Undergraduate Life and Learning.
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GOAL 2 - CONNECT STUDENTS TO THE COMMUNITY AND THE WORLD.

Of all the boundaries that demarcate the undergraduate experience, the line
between “the University” and the “outside world” seems the strongest, but it is
also potentially the most permeable. Students come from the outside world, yet
they overwhelmingly express the desire to connect their education with it
through community service and international travel and study.

Proposals

Expand student access to, and improve the quality of, study-abroad
programs.
Expand the study of globalism and transnational phenomena across the
U-M curriculum.
Make transnational themes and the social integration of international
students a principle of co-curricular and residential programming.
Establish a Community Education Council or Office to coordinate the
University’s civic-engagement programs.
Expand the capacity of the University’s public goods and cultural-resource
units to offer curricular and co-curricular programs for undergraduates.

GOAL 3 - TREAT THE UNDERGRADUATE CAREER AS A LIFE-COURSE JOURNEY,

BOTH INTELLECTUALLY AND SOCIALLY.

Like the geography of campus life, the temporal course of the undergraduate
experience should embody the ideals of exploration, transformation, and con-
nection.  Instead, curricula too often subordinate social and ethical goals to
intellectual skill-building and knowledge acquisition, reinforcing the divide
between “academics” and “student life.”

Proposals

Create a Sophomore Year Initiative with improved housing, advising, and
intellectual programs for second-year students.
Create a Sophomore Community Gateway program.
Create “pathway” minors or certificates. 
Convene a provost’s task force to explore the use of a more flexible calen-
dar, including courses of variable length, summer or winter intersessions,
and the use of Spring/Summer Terms for alternative programs.
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GOAL 4 - EQUIP UNDERGRADUATES WITH GOOD MAPS AND GOOD GUIDES FOR

THEIR JOURNEY.

The University needs to do a better job of making its intellectual and social
opportunities more transparent and navigable to undergraduates.

Proposals

Improve the flow of information about University resources to under-
graduates.
Overhaul the advising system.
Improve academic and social support programs aimed at increasing the
retention of historically underrepresented students.

GOAL 5 - CREATE A STUDENT COMMUNITY THAT IS DIVERSE, INCLUSIVE,

ADVENTUROUS, AND SELF-REFLECTIVE.

The Commission believes that the University—faculty, staff, administrators, and
students—need to deliberately craft a student community that reflects and rein-
forces the values that it sees as fundamental to the undergraduate experience at
U-M. 

Proposals

Extend the University’s learning-communities initiative.
End housing policies that enable incoming first-year students to select their
residence hall and roommates.
Establish and enforce the expectation that undergraduates will spend two
years in residence halls, and provide housing and housing policies that sup-
port longer terms of on-campus residency.
Postpone fraternity and sorority rush until at least the end of freshman 
year and work with the fraternity and sorority system to enrich the Greek
houses’ co-curricular and community programs.
Sharpen the admissions process to find students eager to explore the diver-
sity, scale, and breadth of the University.
Improve recruitment and develop more generous and flexible financial-aid
policies.
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GOAL 6 - PROVIDE RESOURCES AND NURTURE PRACTICES THAT RENEW THE

FACULTY COMMITMENT TO UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AND ENHANCE

STUDENT-FACULTY INTERACTION.

The vision of undergraduate education described here asks the University to
prepare and reward students for boundary crossing, the exploration of un-
familiar terrain, and the integration of academic work and everyday life.  That
vision can only come to pass if the University similarly prepares and rewards the
faculty.

Proposals

Increase faculty presence in undergraduate residential and social settings.
Establish Dewey Fellowships and other faculty programs to support inno-
vative undergraduate teaching.
Increase the size of the instructional faculty and replenish college budgets
for new commitments to undergraduate education.
Institutionalize more flexible career trajectories and work expectations for
faculty.
Align faculty rewards and incentives to enhance faculty commitment 
to undergraduate education and interaction with students outside the 
classroom.

IMPLEMENTATION

The Commission recommends lodging some proposals solely in the schools and colleges
for implementation.  Others would work best as collaborations between college and
University-wide partners, e.g., the Sophomore Community Gateway.  Three new admin-
istrative structures could address the remaining proposals.   

The Dewey Center would serve as the appropriate home for new curricular
and co-curricular initiatives that cross college and town/gown boundaries,
as well as for experimental courses, programs, and incubator initiatives that
might eventually return to the schools and colleges, but would benefit from
being fed and nurtured in a pedagogical laboratory setting.
The joint academic/student life task force, institutionalized as a standard
governance mechanism, would address University-wide issues, e.g., advis-
ing and the academic calendar, which will require the integration of
curricular, residential, and student-life concerns. 
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An overarching Undergraduate Council should be convened, charged with
guiding the implementation of the Commission findings as a whole. The
Council would be responsible for encouraging collaboration and resolving
boundary disputes between the schools and colleges and University-wide
programs like the Dewey Center.  It would steward the campus and public
conversations—with faculty, students, alumni and others—that should fol-
low the publication of this report.  Indeed, if the President accepts in broad
stroke the findings of the Commission, the appointment of the
Undergraduate Council as an implementation committee might well be a
first response.

RESOURCES

Recommendations in this report involve significant change.  They will require both new
financial resources and significant shifts of faculty resources away from the traditional
curriculum.  Certain key recommendations by the Commission will entail new fund rais-
ing and point to priorities for the upcoming development campaign, e.g., the Dewey
Center, new and retrofitted residential construction, increased financial aid, and the addi-
tion of new faculty positions.  As new resources are identified for the programs, policies,
facilities, and administrative changes contemplated in this report, the Commission urges
the University to commit itself to the principle that no budgetary resources to the under-
graduate schools and colleges will be displaced.  

CHANGING NORMS

For the Commission, the most intractable and important level of change—and the most
difficult to implement—involve the norms, practices, and values within the University.
The vision it offers asks faculty to end the tradition of making undergraduate education
of secondary importance in the University’s overall educational mission, and to engage
undergraduates beyond the confines of the classroom and the office hour.  It asks under-
graduates to think deliberately about, and explore boldly, the connections between living
and learning, academic analysis, and community practice.  Finally, it asks the institution
as a whole to support these changing norms with incentives, rewards, and recognition for
the improvement of undergraduate education.  The mission of those who will carry on
the conversation begun by the Commission is to emphasize the gains in intellectual
growth, energy, and creativity that will come with this change in norms.  

The University of Michigan has extraordinary resources with which to transform under-
graduate education, building on what it has already achieved.  Now is the time for a sec-
ond chapter of change, one that will make Michigan a national innovator in the grand
experiment of democratic higher education.
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“Live in fragments no longer.  Only connect.”
—E.M. Forster, Howards End



HISTORY: THE CHARGE AND ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMISSION

President Lee C. Bollinger convened the Commission on the Undergraduate
Experience in Winter Term 2000, with a broad charge to explore, assess, and recom-
mend changes in undergraduate education at the University of Michigan. President
Bollinger asked the Commission to consider not only the formal structure of bac-
calaureate education, but also the social fabric of student experience, the physical
infrastructure of the campus, and the effectiveness of administrative support in such
areas as financial aid, admissions, and recruitment and retention. The president’s
charge was notable for its refusal to divide issues of “academics” from those of “stu-
dent life.” The composition of the Commission, which included undergraduates, fac-
ulty from twelve schools and colleges, alumni, and administrators with both aca-
demic and non-academic responsibilities, reinforced the goal of treating the under-
graduate experience as an integral whole.

The activities of the Commission can be divided into four phases (see Appendix I).
In its initial meetings, the Commission assimilated a wide array of information con-
cerning undergraduate education at U-M and peer institutions and articulated a
framework of issues for consideration. In the second phase (May-September 2000),
the Commission was divided by its chair, Provost Nancy Cantor, into three tempo-
rary subcommittees. The subcommittees were not asked to work as autonomous
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task forces developing recommendations for discrete sectors of undergraduate edu-
cation. Rather they examined the broad sweep of the undergraduate experience from
the vantage-point of three linked themes—themes that represented to the
Commission defining challenges for undergraduate education at a leading public
research university like the University of Michigan. Those themes were: 

the University’s large scale, diversity, and programmatic complexity

the emerging intellectual and social importance of globalism

the organization of the campus itself, as it embodies relationships
between student life and learning, between faculty and students,
among diverse disciplinary and student communities, and between the
University and our larger community

In the spring and summer of 2000, the subcommittees drafted interim reports that
sketched core goals and offered provisional proposals, both programmatic and
administrative. Commission members also participated in focus groups with current
undergraduates to hear student assessments of the strengths and weaknesses of the
U-M undergraduate experience.

In its third phase of work (September-December 2000), the Commission reconvened
to discuss the subcommittee reports and seek guidance from U-M administrators on
such issues as campus planning, service-learning, international studies, and arts pro-
gramming. Finally, the Commission held a series of culminant discussions
(December 2000-January 2001) to distill and prioritize a common set of goals and
proposals from the overlapping findings of the subcommittees. At the same time, the
Commission took note of several areas that required further consideration. It held
additional meetings on the consequences of its proposals for faculty practices, an
issue that was implicit but unelaborated in all the subcommittee reports.  Provost
Cantor also asked administrators in admissions, financial aid, recruitment, retention,
and student diversity to contribute advice in light of the Commission’s emergent
goals and recommendations.
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This report describes the key conclusions and recommendations of the Commission.
It begins by setting the Commission’s work in the context of other recent initiatives,
by both peer institutions and national higher education leaders, to rethink and renew
undergraduate education.  It offers a “vision statement” laying out the ideal that guid-
ed the Commission in its consideration of the undergraduate experience at the
University of Michigan.  It goes on to assess the current condition of undergraduate
education at U-M in light of that ideal and in light of the feedback received from stu-
dent focus groups, survey data, faculty, and administrators.  The report then presents
the Commission’s recommendations.  It offers six overarching goals for new direc-
tions in the undergraduate experience at the University and elaborates a set of pro-
posals for new programs, facilities, policies, and administrative structures to translate
the goals into concrete plans.   Included throughout the report are brief accounts of
“success stories” at U-M and elsewhere: snapshots of suggestive institutions, policies,
and practices in undergraduate education that help to frame and specify the conclu-
sions of the Commission.

This report is meant to be focal rather than encyclopedic.  It does not catalogue all
the ideas and issues that the Commission took up, nor even all that won a significant
measure of endorsement.  Rather it concentrates on the defining themes, assess-
ments, and proposals that emerged from the Commission’s work and garnered sub-
stantial support in its culminant discussions.  In part, this focus on core issues is a
matter of respecting the reader’s limited patience.  More importantly, it reflects the
Commission’s recognition that the goal of its work must be to engage the campus
and the public in a conversation about new directions in undergraduate education,
not mandate those directions. Given the breadth of the Commission’s charge and the
scale of change implied by some of our recommendations, this report can only initi-
ate and orient that conversation, not complete it.  There is a design to what we
present here, but it is offered in the spirit of an architect’s plan, not a contractor’s
construction drawings.
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CONTEXT: THE RECONSIDERATION OF UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION BY NATIONAL

HIGHER EDUCATION LEADERS AND MICHIGAN’S PEER INSTITUTIONS

President Bollinger’s decision to convene this Commission is part of a broad reconsid-
eration of undergraduate education, especially at research universities, by American
educators over the past decade.  That conversation offers an illuminating context for
understanding the timing, significance, and direction of the Commission’s work.
Although many institutions and leaders have contributed to it, perhaps the most
influential intervention was the 1998 report of the National Commission on
Educating Undergraduates in the Research University, organized by the Carnegie
Foundation For the Advancement of Teaching and chaired by its president, the late
Ernest L. Boyer.1 The Boyer Report, “Reinventing Undergraduate Education,” issued
a strong critique of “the inadequacy, even failure” of the undergraduate experience in
research universities and called for a “radical reconstruction” of baccalaureate educa-
tion.  Concurrently, and sometimes in response to the Boyer Report, many universi-
ties undertook initiatives to review and renew their undergraduate programs.  (See
Appendices II and III.)  Among Michigan’s peer institutions, commissions or task
forces were formed at Stanford, Berkeley, Chapel Hill, Washington University, and
elsewhere.2 At U-M itself, programmatic efforts to enrich undergraduate education
had begun as early as 1989—as is described below—and many initiatives anticipat-
ed the themes of the national dialogue catalyzed by the Boyer Report.
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Blueprint for America’s Research Universities,” April, 1998.

2 For the official reports or summary accounts of these initiatives, see President John Hennessy, “A Report on

Undergraduate Education,” Stanford University, 2000 Annual Report; Commission on Undergraduate Education, “Final

Report,” University of California at Berkeley, September, 2000; Chancellor’s Task Force on Intellectual Climate, “Report on

the Intellectual Climate,” University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, August 1997; Commission on the Curriculum for Arts

and Sciences, “Final Report,” Washington University, February, 1999.



This widespread stocktaking was spurred by a concern that research universities were
shortchanging their undergraduates and their own teaching mission.  On the one
hand, it was argued, a host of social and intellectual changes confronted faculties and
curricula with new burdens and opportunities including:

the growing scale and diversity of the undergraduate population 
the proliferation of new fields and interdisciplinary formations resulting
in a destabilization of disciplinary boundaries
the rising importance of transnationalism as an object of study and a
condition of academic work
the information revolution and its consequences for teaching and scholarship
fiscal and tuition pressures that heightened public demand for account-
ability by educational institutions 

On the other hand, research universities reacted to these pressures in ways that often
devalued the undergraduate mission.  They relied on impersonal pedagogy that
stressed knowledge–transmission over active learning, especially during the student’s
early years; they devolved a growing share of teaching onto non-tenure-track faculty
and ill-trained graduate students; they divorced research from teaching, and they
privileged research over teaching in assessing and rewarding tenure-track faculty.

In response, the Boyer Commission urged a set of primarily curricular programs
aimed at mobilizing the particular scholarly resources of the research university on
behalf of active learning throughout the undergraduate years.  It called for small-
group, inquiry-based courses in the freshman year; advanced “capstone” courses in
the upper years; opportunities for hands-on research with senior faculty; the integra-
tion of writing across the curriculum; encouragement of interdisciplinary learning;
and more sophisticated use of electronic technologies.  University task forces trans-
lated many of these ideas into action.  Stanford launched an “Introductory Studies”
initiative that offered freshman and sophomore seminars taught by senior faculty and
a summer Sophomore College with intensive, residence-based courses. UNC-Chapel
Hill’s Task Force On Intellectual Climate stressed the need to foster “an active learn-
ing environment” and called for a comprehensive First-Year Initiative with freshmen
seminars and residential learning programs (among other proposals).
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The University of Michigan began grappling with the improvement of undergradu-
ate education even before the call of the Boyer Commission. In 1989-90, LSA Dean
Edie Goldenberg convened a Planning Committee on the Undergraduate Experience,
and over the next several years, launched an Undergraduate Initiative that adumbrated
many aspects of the “Boyer paradigm.” These include:

The First-Year Seminar Program, which offers 140-150 courses annually
(nearly all taught by tenure-track faculty) and provides all LSA first-year
students with the opportunity for a small-group classroom experience

Innovative introductory curricula in calculus and chemistry stressing
small-group learning and collaborative problem-solving 

The Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program (UROP), which
places more than a thousand undergraduates annually in faculty
research projects for academic credit or work-study support

The Sweetland Writing Center, which provides introductory and
advanced writing pedagogy across the curriculum

Theme semesters and other interdisciplinary curricular programs
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success story
UNC’S JOHNSTON CENTER FOR UNDERGRADUATE EXCELLENCE

In response to its undergraduate task force, UNC-Chapel Hill founded the Johnston Center For Undergraduate

Excellence in 1998 to “lead a renaissance in undergraduate education at Carolina.”  Located in the venerable

Graham Memorial building, the Center houses undergraduate research, honors, study abroad, and merit schol-

arship programs, as well as classrooms, a café, and common rooms for lectures, performances, study, and conver-

sation (see Appendix III).



Similarly, the College of Engineering undertook a comprehensive review and revision
of its undergraduate curriculum in 1995-97.  Its newly-adopted Curriculum 2000
stresses collaborative, project-based learning, including first-year courses that inte-
grate writing and computing skills across the curriculum and stronger interdiscipli-
nary linkages not only to the sciences and mathematics, but also to environmental
studies, law, and ethics.3

Situating the Commission’s work in the context of this broad scrutiny of undergrad-
uate education, at Michigan and elsewhere, helps to answer two important questions
about this report: Why now? and What’s new here? On the one hand, it is hearten-
ing to conclude, as Provost Cantor argued in a recent address, that the current state
of undergraduate education in the research academy, and more particularly at the
University of Michigan, is significantly more vibrant than that reported by the Boyer
Commission.4 In such areas as undergraduate research opportunities, the first-year
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success story
LSA’S FIRST-YEAR SEMINAR PROGRAM

Inaugurated in 1994, the First-Year Seminar Program seeks to offer all first-year students in LSA an intensive,

small-group classroom experience.  Class size is limited to twenty students, and nearly all seminars are taught by

tenured and tenure-track faculty.  Each year LSA offers approximately two hundred seminars across every part of

the curriculum.  In addition, the First-Year Seminar Arts and Cultural Experience Program supports supplemen-

tary, co-curricular activities outside the classroom (see Appendix II).

3 For information about these initiatives in the Colleges of LSA and Engineering, see Planning Committee on the

Undergraduate Experience, “A Michigan Education,” College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, June, 1990; “LS&A’s

Undergraduate Initiative,” LSA Magazine, Fall 1996; and “Curriculum 2000” Michigan Engineer, Spring/Summer 2001.

4 See Provost Nancy Cantor, “Reinvention: Why Now? Why Us?” Symposium on The Boyer Commission Report, State

University of New York at Stony Brook, April, 2000.



curriculum, community-based coursework, and interdisciplinary pedagogy,
Michigan can take pride in the enrichment of its baccalaureate program over the past
decade—progress grounded in the University’s core commitment to scholarly quali-
ty and civic responsibility.  On the other hand, it remains true that, along with this
genuine progress, Michigan can seem anonymous, unwelcoming, and fragmented to
students.  For many faculty—and those who assess and reward faculty—undergrad-
uate education often takes a back seat to research and graduate mentoring.  And,
unfortunately, for many students, generative, integrative, exploratory, and publicly
engaged learning often takes a back seat to career goals in the classroom and social
pleasures outside it.

The Commission’s findings come at a moment of significant but still incomplete
renewal in the undergraduate experience at Michigan.  They represent a second chap-
ter of change.  We have sought to take stock of the University’s achievements and to
build on them, but at the same time to specify where the spirit of “radical recon-
struction” is still called for.  This has meant stressing somewhat different themes and
proposals from those of the “Boyer paradigm.”  As is discussed below, our report
does not focus primarily on curricular reform—on the need for new types of cours-
es and classroom experiences—precisely because the first wave of reform generated
such substantial progress.  Rather, the Commission seeks to embed ongoing
improvements in the undergraduate curriculum of the undergraduate experience as a
whole: a transformation that takes advantage of the social diversity, intellectual
dynamism, and interconnectedness of domains that typify the research university at
its best.  Our concern is not simply with the anonymous classroom or the routinized
instructor.  Rather it is with the larger tendency of the undergraduate experience at
the University of Michigan to become fragmented into disconnected pursuits, dis-
crete subcultures, and generational enclaves.  The proposals in this report are
designed to undo that regime of separations, to braid together the academic, social,
and residential strands of the undergraduate experience.  Doing so means making the
campus and the faculty role more permeable, creating new linkages between disci-
plines, teaching and research, academics and “student life,” between the University
and the “outside world.”  The University’s greatest gift to undergraduates is its capac-
ity to connect across boundaries—disciplinary, social, and generational—to engage
students in intellectual exploration and social encounter.  The next chapter of change
in the Michigan experience should be to create a campus, a student community, and
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faculty-student relationships that make exploration and engagement a way of learn-
ing and of life.

A GUIDING IDEAL: THE UNIVERSITY AS A GOOD CITY

From its inception, the Commission has been mindful of the need to begin from the
University’s fundamental institutional identity: that of a large, complex, public
research university dedicated to both comprehensiveness and cutting-edge excel-
lence in its scholarship, creative work, and teaching.  Both the virtues and the prob-
lems of undergraduate education at Michigan flow from this basic reality.  At its best,
the University offers undergraduates what one subcommittee report called “quality
at scale,” an exhilarating array of intellectual and social opportunities.  Our students
can work with some of the world’s leading scholars, not only witnessing but also par-
ticipating in the production of new knowledge and the transformation of disciplines.
They can explore almost every conceivable human activity in their work and play.
The very scale of the University—as it is encountered in the Harlan Hatcher Graduate
Library, Hill Auditorium, or Michigan Stadium—offers students an embodiment of
the grandeur of the educational mission itself.  At its worst, however, the same qual-
ities of size, complexity, and specialized inquiry can make the University seem
opaque, impersonal, bureaucratic, and neglectful to undergraduates: a place of rou-
tinized lectures, cookie-cutter residential space, scant advising, and distant faculty.

Undergraduate education at Michigan cannot mimic that of an intimate liberal-arts
campus; nor does it even provide the same mix of resources and constraints that
characterize our medium-sized “Ivy” counterparts in the research academy.  Rather,
what the University can offer undergraduates are the particular advantages of its scale,
complexity, intellectual breadth, social diversity, and mission of public service.  In
thinking about the ways that these qualities can best inform the undergraduate expe-
rience, the Commission has returned again and again to a single, guiding metaphor:
the idea of the university as a kind of city.

Good, livable cities embody many of the virtues and experiences that undergraduate
education at the University can provide.  The traditional cartographic symbol of
urbanity is an “X” enclosed in a circle.  It signifies a place that is both a gathering-
place and a crossroads, compact and set apart but dedicated to the open, dynamic
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interchange of ideas, experiences, and goods among intimates and strangers.  In the
same way, a great public research university can uniquely offer undergraduates an
educational community that is at once civic-minded, cosmopolitan, inclusive,
diverse, dynamic, and welcoming. “City air makes you free,” the famous adage from
legal history, describes both the protection that the city extends and the bracing
transformations that it invites.  In the same way, the undergraduate experience at the
University of Michigan should give students entry into an inclusive, expansive com-
munity, and the tools for exploration and change.

What does it mean for our vision of undergraduate education to think of the
University in this way? First, it means that, like a good city, the U-M should offer
undergraduates the gifts of its breadth, variety, and energy.  Its curricular rules and
teaching culture should foster interdisciplinary exploration, participation in research,
collaboration, and active learning.  Its campus geography should encourage the inte-
gration of inquiry and social life, the development of relationships with faculty and
staff that are not confined to classes and office hours, and the nurturing of a culture
(not just a policy) of diversity through engagement with students of varied, unfamil-
iar backgrounds.  Secondly—again like a good city—the University should offer its
students the gifts of cosmopolitanism and civic imagination.  It should provide ample
opportunities, both curricular and co-curricular, for international experience, com-
munity engagement, and contributions to campus and public life.  Third, it should
offer students the gifts of access and transparency, providing them with the tools to
grasp (in both senses) its complex resources.  As the curriculum, campus programs,
and connections to the larger world become more varied, specialized, and inter-
linked, students need better maps and guides—some of them technological, others
human—with which to navigate their education and chart their growth.  They need
to be given the keys to the city.  Finally, the University should offer undergraduates
the gift of transformation.  For, with all of these diverse and complex riches, we need
always to remind ourselves that the goal of undergraduate education is not sheer
variety of experience, but self-directed and purposeful change.

In short, the image of the good, livable city has struck the Commission as a useful tool
to think with, a lodestar guiding our exploration of the undergraduate experience.  It
points to the ideal of the public research university as an expansive, inclusive, civic-mind-
ed, diverse, dynamic, integrative, and welcoming community of inquiry and practice. 
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ASSESSING THE UNDERGRADUATE EXPERIENCE

To what extent does Michigan succeed in creating such an educational community
for its undergraduates? In our own discussions and the feedback we received from
students and other experts, the Commission did not reach just one answer to this
question.  Rather, our assessments can be broadly divided into three categories.  

In some areas, we found great success. Commission members were humbled by the
range and complexity of the undergraduate programming at U-M—about which all
of us were variously ignorant—and impressed by the energy and creativity it
revealed.  The much-lauded Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program, for
instance, enables more than a thousand undergraduates each year to collaborate on
cutting-edge research with top scholars.  UROP’s emphasis on peer mentoring and
the participation of historically underrepresented students make it a national model
for the integration of inquiry-based learning, student leadership, and commitment to
diversity. Similarly, the University is justly proud of living/learning programs like the
arts-oriented Lloyd Hall Scholars Program, Women in Science and Engineering, and
the Residential College.  Surveys by the U-M Housing Office confirm that such pro-
grams tend to enhance academic engagement, faculty-student interaction, and mix-
ing across sociocultural lines—not only for the students in the programs, but also for
their neighbors in the residence halls (see Appendix IV).  Initiatives like UROP and
Michigan Learning Communities encourage the integration of living and learning and
the crossing of social, generational, and disciplinary boundaries; they exemplify the
virtues implicit in the “urban vision” described above.  The University needs to
reward and build on such achievements.

In other areas, we found significant but still incomplete success.  The University has
made a sustained commitment to diversity, for instance, not only in its legal defense
of affirmative action in admissions, but also in academic programs that seek to foster
an ethos of inclusion for all students and to provide all students with the educational
benefits of multicultural engagement.  Thus, the program on Intergroup Relations,
Conflict, and Community (IGRCC) offers First-Year Seminars, intergroup dialogues,
and residence-hall workshops that integrate social analysis, structured conversation,
and residential community-building to explore identity and difference on a diverse
campus. IGRCC and related programs like the Office of Academic Multicultural
Initiatives have an impressive record of achievement, one that has garnered significant
external recognition.  Yet faculty, administrators, and undergraduates stress that
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many students from backgrounds that are historically underrepresented at Michigan
often remain marginalized at the University.  They stress the need for an enlarged
commitment to creating a culture of diversity and inclusion.

Community-based learning represents a second arena of significant but still incomplete
success. The University supports an impressive range of community-engagement,
service-learning, and public-cultural programs: among them, the Ginsberg Center for
Community Service and Learning, the Arts of Citizenship Program, the Prison
Creative Arts Project, the Detroit Initiative, the museums, libraries, and cultural insti-
tutions of the Public Goods Council, and the various schools and colleges.  Such
units involve undergraduates in literally hundreds of service, partnership, and educa-
tional outreach projects in Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti, Detroit, and other communities.
The Ginsberg Center’s Project Community, for instance—one of the oldest service-
learning courses in the country—places more than five hundred students each year
in community organizations; the Prison Creative Arts Project trains several dozen
students annually to lead drama, writing, and art workshops in prisons and deten-
tion centers across the state.  Yet often the University’s community work remains
uncoordinated and unpublicized.  Neither undergraduates interested in such oppor-
tunities, nor the participating units and faculty, nor the public itself knows the full
range of what is being supported.  Doing a better job of linking and making visible
these programs would enhance both student participation and the cultural ethos of
the campus community.
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success story
THE OFFICE OF ACADEMIC MULTICULTURAL INITIATIVES

Created in 1987, the Office of Academic Multicultural Initiatives offers a broad array of programs that foster mul-

ticultural education and a diverse and inclusive campus culture.  These include the annual Martin Luther King

Day Symposium; the Pathways to Student Success and Excellence (POSSE) Program; the King/Chavez/Parks

Professorships, which bring community activists to campus to teach and talk with undergraduates; support for stu-

dent-initiated multicultural initiatives; and a variety of pre-college mentoring and outreach programs (see

Appendix VIII).



Support for interdisciplinary teaching and learning offers a final example of real but
incomplete success.  The University has made a significant commitment to inter-
disciplinary programs, faculty positions, and research.  Indeed, the Provost framed
U-M’s self-study for re-accreditation by the North Central Association of Schools and
Colleges around the theme of interdisciplinarity and collaborative learning.  Recent
experiments like the Global Change Curriculum and the new integrative courses
sponsored by the Life Sciences Initiative represent a significant effort to carry that
commitment into undergraduate teaching.  Nonetheless, interdisciplinarity is much
more strongly rooted in faculty scholarship and graduate pedagogy than in the
undergraduate experience.  According to the re-accreditation self-study, the barriers
to team-teaching and course selection across college lines remain high, and student
attitudes reflect confusion about the value of crossing disciplinary boundaries to
intellectual growth. The University needs to develop policies and programs that
make its genuine commitment to interdisciplinarity more sustained, widespread, and
compelling for undergraduates.
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success story
GINSBERG CENTER FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE AND LEARNING

UM’s Edward Ginsberg Center For Community Service and Learning is a national leader in service learning and commu-
nity service.  Along with Project Community (described in the report above), the Center sponsors Project Serve, Americorps,
and other service programs.  It publishes the Michigan Journal of Community Service Learning and offers faculty grants and
workshops to encourage service-learning pedagogy (see Appendix VI).



Finally, the Commission found important areas in which the undergraduate experi-
ence at the University of Michigan fell short.  The geography of campus life, for
instance, tends to separate different academic communities of inquiry, student sub-
cultures, and generational cohorts—a tendency with undeniable administrative and
research benefits but important costs for undergraduate education.  Such spatial divi-
sions reinforce the age-segregation of the campus as well.  Entering undergraduates,
advanced undergraduates, and graduate and professional students enjoy few oppor-
tunities to live, talk, and work together.

Two effects of this segregative geography seem especially corrosive to the undergrad-
uate experience.  The first is the social and intellectual distance that it interposes
between faculty and students. The Commission seeks to be clear about this crucial
issue.  We did not find significant evidence of faculty indifference to or neglect of
undergraduate teaching.  To the contrary, conversations with faculty and administra-
tors, as well as student focus groups and survey data, confirm a strong and wide-
spread commitment to excellence in classroom teaching.  The time and space that
most faculty give to that commitment is understandably circumscribed by an empha-
sis on professional visibility in research, by the priority given to graduate and profes-
sional pedagogy, and perhaps by the many responsibilities that the University’s culture
of interdisciplinarity, decentralization, and faculty governance generates.  The
Commission does not have the same survey data for faculty attitudes and practices
that we have for student behavior.  However, anecdotal evidence strongly suggests
that it is not the norm for faculty to have regular social, co-curricular, or informal
intellectual contacts with undergraduates outside of class and office hours.  Such
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success story
UNDERGRADUATE LIFE SCIENCES INITIATIVE

One of the distinctive aspects of the Life Sciences Initiative is its commitment to include undergraduate research and

curriculum.  Supported by development funding from the Office of the President, three team-taught, interdisciplinary

courses involving faculty from several schools and colleges will be offered for the first time in 2001-2002: “Law, Ethics,

and the Life Sciences,” “Brain, Learning, and Memory,” and “Evolutionary Biology and Human Disease.”  Such cours-

es exemplify the type of pedagogical innovation that a research university can uniquely generate (see Appendix XII).



attention is prized by Michigan undergraduates; participants in the focus groups
spoke of choosing a less skillful instructor if s/he had an “open door policy” about
personal contacts.  Three-dimensional relationships are a normal part of graduate
mentoring at U-M; coffee dates, reading groups, and Rackham Summer Institutes
surround and enrich the seminar, lab, and dissertation committee.  By contrast, rela-
tionships between faculty and undergraduates typically remain narrow and mono-
cultural.  The result is a thinner understanding of who our students are and a more
limited capacity to help them learn and grow.

A second issue enforcing the divide between academics and student social life is the
geography of the campus.  With the important exception of Michigan’s living-learn-
ing communities, residence halls do not offer a rich array of programs and spaces that
encourage the integration of intellectual, co-curricular, and social activities; fraternity
and sorority houses do even less.  The undergraduate community has created (and
the University funds) an extraordinarily diverse “civil society” of student organiza-
tions and activities—ethnic associations, performance groups, political organizations,
and athletic teams, not to mention the informal sphere of parties, movies, and social-
izing.  That is as it should be. The Commission is not proposing that faculty and
administrators impose themselves in loco parentis over this sprawling, more or less
self-regulated sphere of student life.  But we are disquieted by how little University
educators have articulated a vision of where that sphere can connect and contribute
to the student’s educational development.  Nurturing such connections through pub-
lic spaces and co-curricular programs—for instance, in a Student Arts Building or a
Media Union cyber-cafe—will enable undergraduates to infuse their intellectual and
ethical growth with the concerns and passions of their everyday lives.  Also, as a stu-
dent member of the Commission commented, it can spur students to explore beyond
their accustomed social rounds and “make everyday life extraordinary.”

Survey data and focus groups helped to sharpen the Commission’s understanding of
student attitudes toward undergraduate education at the University.  Instruments
such as the annual National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) paint an overall
portrait of accomplishment, satisfaction, and loyalty on the part of Michigan under-
graduates.  U-M ranks significantly above its “doctoral-extensive” peer institutions in
the level of academic challenge that students report, in their exposure to active and
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collaborative learning, and in seniors’ overall assessment of their experience.
Notwithstanding this evidence of their happiness and hard work, however, students
consistently voice dissatisfaction with the undergraduate experience at U-M in at
least three key areas.  First, even as they praise the general level of course instruction
and intellectual excitement at the University, students describe a pervasive lack of
contact with and guidance from faculty outside of classes.  NSSE 2000 found that
only one-quarter of first-year students and one-third of seniors had significant expe-
riences with faculty contact outside of formal educational settings—our peer institu-
tions had equally lamentable results—and focus-group participants told stories of
“ZERO faculty interaction” over the course of a semester (see Appendix IX).
Secondly, students decry the state of the University’s residence halls, both their inad-
equate space and lack of amenities.  Most vote with their feet by abandoning cam-
pus housing for the rental market or the Greek system as soon as the University per-
mits them.  Indeed, given the current shortfall of campus housing, the University is
more or less explicit in pushing second-year students out, reinforcing the intellectu-
al thinness and age-group segregation of the residence-hall experience.  Finally,
undergraduates criticize the inadequacy of the advising and informational resources
that they receive about the University’s academic, co-curricular, and social resources.
In short, what the Commission learned from survey data and focus groups was that
U-M undergraduates love the institution, feel excited by its intellectual riches and
social energy, but at the same time often experience it as impersonal, opaque, and
unhelpful.

Data and advice from University administrators further sharpened the Commission’s
understanding of the problems of the undergraduate experience.  Administrators
emphasized four issues in particular.  First, although Michigan is blessed with high
levels of satisfaction on the part of enrolled students, the University faces a growing
challenge in admissions and recruitment, a challenge that can only be met with more
generous policies and resources for financial aid.  This is particularly true for out-of-
state admittees, who contemplate stiff tuition levels at Michigan, and for talented
and interesting students being courted by peer institutions, many of which have
boosted financial aid and merit scholarship commitments in recent years.  (In “head-
to-head competition” for cross-applicants, for instance, only one in three admittees
chooses U-M over Northwestern, one in four over Cornell, and one in six over
Duke.)  Secondly, administrators shared students’ criticisms of the amount and qual-
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ity of campus housing.  President Bollinger noted concern that high rent levels close
to campus were accelerating the geographic dispersal and social attenuation of the
student community.  A third issue cited by administration is the need to improve arts
and cultural programming for undergraduates.  Although the formation of Arts at
Michigan in recent years has done much to coordinate and expand such offerings for
students—along with public goods units like the University Musical Society and the
Museum of Art—the Commission received much feedback that the University could
do more to build upon its extraordinary cultural resources (see Appendix VII).
Finally, administrators and faculty stressed that the problems faced by all undergrad-
uates—social fragmentation, inadequate advising, non-contact with faculty—have an
especially destructive effect on historically underrepresented students, including stu-
dents of color, making it more difficult to retain and support them and blocking their
intellectual and personal development.

In sum, the Commission reached several linked assessments about the current state
of the undergraduate experience at the University of Michigan:

First, the overall quality of undergraduate education is strong, fostered by the
University’s breadth of programming, by the faculty’s intellectual stature and peda-
gogical seriousness, and by recent initiatives such as undergraduate research, inter-
disciplinary course clusters, and first-year seminars.

Second, the academic achievements, satisfaction, and institutional loyalty of our stu-
dents are quite high, fostered not only by the University’s academic strength, but also
by the social vibrancy of Ann Arbor and the students’ “civil society.”

Third, there are important beachheads of programming where the University fully
focuses its capacities and energy on the integration of undergraduate life and learn-
ing and the creation of a diverse, dynamic, welcoming educational community.

Fourth, the overall ecology of campus life and of the individual student’s experience
often remains disjointed and compartmentalized, so that undergraduates are not able
fully to engage the breadth and diversity of the University in support of their intel-
lectual, ethical, and social development.
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Fifth, the Commission’s concern for the interconnectedness, dynamism, diversity,
and reflectiveness of the undergraduate experience—our “urban vision”—translated
into more concrete problems, including the need to:

enrich faculty-student interaction
bridge curricular and student-life programming
upgrade campus housing and its residential culture
improve the quality of advising and information coordination for students
improve the University’s success in recruiting top students
increase financial-aid resources
enhance arts and cultural programming
create a living and learning environment in which students of all back-
grounds and experiences succeed and take advantage of the opportuni-
ties for transformation and connection that the University offers

The University has been proactive in recognizing and responding to many of these
issues.  The Regents recently approved, for instance, a commitment to a new resi-
dence hall, and plans are proceeding for retrofitting existing halls.  Led by alumnus
and Commission member Richard Rogel, the University is dedicating financial aid
for out-of-state students.  Similarly, programs like Intergroup Relations and the
Office of Multicultural Initiatives, described earlier, are building bridges across dif-
ferent student subcultures and providing support for undergraduates from historical-
ly underrepresented groups.  The University has much work to do to make the actu-
ality of undergraduate education align with its hopes and goals, but it has already
begun that work on many fronts (see Appendix VIII).

Finally, before moving to the Commission’s proposals, it is worth reiterating what is
not a central theme of the report or its recommendations: a systematic reworking of
the University curriculum.  Curricular change is often the primary solution of insti-
tution-wide efforts to review and renew undergraduate education.  As discussed at
the start of this report, for instance, commissions at Stanford and Berkeley have
emphasized such proposals as freshman and sophomore seminars, the spread of
inquiry-based learning and writing pedagogy across the curriculum, and the devel-
opment of capstone seminars within concentrations. In the recommendations below,
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we will indeed offer some ideas for curricular development: for instance, the proposal
that academic units in all schools develop courses and programs linking their fields
to the study of transnational phenomena.  Yet the Commission chose not to “take on
the curriculum.”  We found no strong sentiment from faculty, students, or adminis-
trators that the curriculum needed taking on.  To the contrary, we noted many recent
examples of creative curricular and course development, including initiatives that
enhance first-year, research-based, interdisciplinary, and community-based peda-
gogy.  These include LSA’s successful First-Year Seminar Program, the Curriculum
2000 initiative in Engineering, intercollege theme semesters such as the Detroit 300
Theme Semester in Fall 2001, and the Global Change Curriculum.  Such examples
reinforce the conclusion that the ongoing work of curricular revision should remain
the prerogative of the schools and departments.  The problems of undergraduate
education at the University of Michigan do not most centrally concern such issues as
distribution requirements or capstone experiences.  They have to do with how the
parts of an undergraduate’s life connect with the University’s effectiveness in enabling
the exploration, reflection, and engagement to foster that connection. Changing facul-
ty practices will play an important role in confronting such problems, we believe, but
not wholesale change of the curriculum.
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success story
THE GLOBAL CHANGE CURRICULUM AND MINOR

Now in its ninth year, the three-semester Global Change Curriculum exemplifies interdisciplinary, inquiry-based

teaching at its best.  Team-taught by faculty from Engineering, LSA, Natural Resources, and other schools and col-

leges, Global Change explores themes of ecological interdependence, sustainability, and the effects of human culture

and policy-making on natural resources.  It is notable for using interdisciplinary, problem-based pedagogy and sophis-

ticated web-based instructional software effectively in a large, introductory setting.  The course sequence forms the

introductory-level basis of a new academic minor in Global Change (see Appendix XII).
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The next two sections present the recommendations of the Commission on the
Undergraduate Experience, organized at two levels.  First it offers a set of six goals,
informed by the Commission’s vision of the undergraduate experience at U-M and
its assessment of the University’s current strengths and problems.  The goals concern:

reshaping the geography of campus life
linking campus, community, and world
articulating and supporting developmental goals for the student’s intel-
lectual and social growth
improving advising and information resources for students
creating a diverse, inclusive student community
renewing and supporting the faculty commitment to undergraduate
education

The second set of recommendations translates the goals into specific proposals.
These proposals entail new programs, new facilities, new policies, and new admin-
istrative practices or structures.  The proposals are organized by the goal they are
intended to further.

GOALS

The Commission recommends that new directions in the undergraduate experience
at the University of Michigan reflect six overarching goals. The first two goals con-
cern what might be called the geography of the undergraduate experience, the inter-
nal organization of campus life and its relationship to the larger community and the
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world.  The third goal concerns the temporality of the undergraduate experience and
the trajectory of intellectual and personal development that the student’s career at
Michigan should embody.  The fourth goal concerns the need to provide undergrad-
uates with the tools and guidance to navigate these spatial and temporal journeys.
Finally, the fifth and sixth goals relate the core relationships around which under-
graduate education must be organized: peer relationships in the undergraduate com-
munity on the one hand, relationships between students and faculty on the other.
Taken together, we believe, the pursuit of these goals would do much to create the
kind of “good city” that the University seeks to provide for its undergraduates.

MAKE THE CAMPUS MORE INTERCONNECTED, INTEGRATED, AND PERMEABLE

The geography of the campus should encourage students to take advantage of the
intellectual reach, social diversity, and expansive activity that define the University. It
should be a normal part of an undergraduate’s experience to engage others with
unfamiliar experiences and viewpoints in safe and bracing ways; to venture into new
fields of study and make interdisciplinary linkages; to talk and work intergenera-
tionally with faculty, staff, and students both inside and outside the classroom; and
to integrate formal studies with co-curricular interests. 

As currently organized, the spatial order of the University succeeds only unevenly in
providing students with such integrative and exploratory experiences.  Campus life
at U-M tends to reinforce the segregation of academic fields, modes of intellectual
work, social groups, and age-cohorts.  We recommend efforts to reshape the geogra-
phy of the undergraduate experience so as to encourage permeability and interaction
across various divides:

among students of different backgrounds and subcultures
among faculty, staff, and students
among different schools and colleges
among curricular, co-curricular, and extra-curricular activities 
between the campus and the larger community
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In saying this, the Commission is mindful of the importance of maintaining bound-
aries, as well as crossing them.  Students of color, for instance, need and deserve
hard-won, safe communal and intellectual spaces of their own.  Similarly much
important teaching and research requires cloistering within the specialized lab, stu-
dio, or classroom. On the whole, however, the University errs too far in the other
direction, hiving off the intellectual energy and social diversity of campus life in
monocultural and monogenerational spaces and settings.  Our “city” needs cosmo-
politan public spaces and distinct, diverse neighborhoods—all linked by well-used
paths and permeable borders.

CONNECT STUDENTS TO THE COMMUNITY AND THE WORLD

Of all the boundaries that demarcate the undergraduate experience, the line between
“the university” and the “outside world” seems the strongest, but it is potentially the
most permeable.  Students not only come to the University of Michigan from the
outside world; they overwhelmingly express the desire to connect their education
with that world through community service and international travel and study.  In
both of these arenas, the University has a robust and expansive record of accom-
plishment, including various community-service programs, a broad network of
study-abroad opportunities, and a leading International Institute.  The Commission
recommends new initiatives that build on that record to make community and inter-
national programs even more integral and visible in undergraduate education at
Michigan (see Appendix XIV).

The growing significance of global and transnational phenomena offers our students
prolific opportunities for life, work, and study, even as they challenge our faculty
with new objects of research and teaching.  In a world where interconnections are
increasingly complex and fluid, and where students are more likely to traverse
national and cultural boundaries in their future careers, the University needs to
respond to the opportunity and the challenge of globalism.  The Commission rec-
ommends the benchmark that U-M students should graduate with enough knowl-
edge about at least one culture abroad that they can be said to have an informed
respect for it.  On the one hand such a benchmark means encouraging study-abroad
and work-abroad programs that immerse students in the everyday life and educa-
tional institutions of host countries (as opposed to conventional “Junior Year Abroad”
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residential programs with other American students).  It also means developing both
co-curricular and academic programs on our own campus.  Contact between U-M’s
international community and American undergraduates needs to be encouraged, and
the University should seed the study of transnational phenomena across the curricu-
lum through new courses, theme semesters, minors in international studies, and
other mechanisms.

The Commission similarly recommends the expansion and coordination of commu-
nity service programs such as Americorps and community-based academic programs
such as the Detroit Initiative.  Opportunities for community engagement have pro-
liferated at the University in recent years.  Indeed, the University of Michigan is
known as a national leader in service learning and community-based pedagogy.  At
the same time, the growth of these initiatives has underscored the lack of coordina-
tion and information-sharing among them; interested undergraduates routinely
express surprise at the range of opportunities about which they were never informed.
The dispersion of community programs in every school and college, and the diversi-
ty of administrative relationships governing non-college units like the Ginsberg
Center and Arts of Citizenship, exemplify the costs to undergraduate education of
the institutional barriers discussed in this report.  Although not proposing centraliza-
tion of the administration of community programs, the Commission does recom-
mend coordinating them through a University-wide undergraduate center—dis-
cussed in the “Proposals” section below—and creating cross-college funding and cur-
ricular mechanisms to support them.

Cultural institutions like the University’s museums, libraries, and botanical parks—
both college-based units and those reporting centrally as part of the Public Goods
Council—represent yet another resource for linking public life and undergraduate
education.  Such units are increasingly pursuing collaborations with one another, and
with the schools and colleges.  Arts of Citizenship and the University Musical
Society, for instance, sponsor a community dance project involving faculty and stu-
dents in English, Film/Video, Education, Dance, and Architecture. Similarly, the
Museum of Art and LSA’s Kelsey Museum of Archaeology collaborated on an exhibition
on Pompeii’s “Villa of the Mysteries” in which students helped to develop a high-
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school classical-history curriculum with local K-12 educators.  The Commission sec-
onds the expansion of public goods units’ efforts to offer students opportunities for
internships, projects, experiential courses, and other public-cultural work.

TREAT THE UNDERGRADUATE CAREER AS A LIFE-COURSE JOURNEY, BOTH INTELLECTU-

ALLY AND SOCIALLY

Like the geography of campus life, the temporal course of the undergraduate experi-
ence should embody the ideals of exploration, transformation, and connection.  It is
a truism of reports like this to note that the original meaning of “education” was “the
process of leading out.”  Yet discussions of undergraduate education rarely take into
account the basic logic of journeying. College and unit curricula are more typically
focused on defining territorial mastery of a field than offering a developmental guide
through it.  Even at their best, curricula concern specialized regions of study, and they
reinforce the divide between “academics” and “student life.”  They tend to subordi-
nate social and ethical goals to intellectual skill-building and knowledge acquisition.  

The Commission recommends that the University clearly articulate its vision of the
life-course development that we hope an undergraduate education at U-M will foster.
Such a vision should be at once academic and social-ethical.  In the Commission’s dis-
cussions, four goals in particular—or rather, two pairs of goals—seemed especially
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success story
THE ARTS OF CITIZENSHIP PROGRAM COURSE “COMMUNITY PROJECTS IN THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES”

The Arts of Citizenship Program fosters the role of the arts, humanities, and design in civic life through cultural

projects with community partners.  Michigan undergraduates take part in these projects through University Course

312/313, “Community Projects In the Arts and Humanities.”  In 2000-2001, course project teams helped write a

play about coming of age in the 1940s in Detroit, created a traveling exhibit on the history of the Underground

Railroad, led dance workshops in Detroit community centers, and taught poetry, environmental studies, and local

history to third- and fourth-graders in Ann Arbor (see Appendix VI).
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important.  On the one hand, we believe the undergraduate experience should nur-
ture both independence and collective engagement.  Thus, an undergraduate’s course
of study should ideally stimulate both critical thinking and expansive curiosity; he or
she should encounter opportunities for individual creativity and community service.
On the other hand, the undergraduate experience ideally should help students
toward mastery of the norms and knowledge of particular fields, and at the same
time offer opportunities for generative work that changes those fields through cre-
ative expression, research, interdisciplinary cross-pollination, or the application of
knowledge to real-world situations.  The Commission believes that the University
needs to provide resources, programs, and advice that enable students to pursue each
of these tasks: independence and engagement, mastery, and generative work.

However adequate such a developmental model may be, the University’s current
practices do not do enough to articulate a vision of our students’ development or
empower students to pursue it reflectively. In the sphere of “student life,” the insti-
tution’s stance is primarily juridical, codifying the limits within which student groups
and informal socializing can proceed.  The Commission is not recommending
changes in the University’s legal and disciplinary policies, nor does it mean to inter-
vene one way or the other in discussions about the Student Code of Conduct.  Yet
it does urge the need for a campus-wide conversation by which faculty, staff, admin-
istrators, and students can collectively define the life-course goals that we hope will
infuse non-academic social life.

Academically, the curriculum is organized around what might be called a “two-stage”
theory, in which an early emphasis on breadth and well-roundedness gives way to
an advanced emphasis on depth and mastery.  In contrast to this model, we believe
that the undergraduate curriculum should be seen as having (like the classical theory
of narrative) a beginning, a middle, and an end.  Much innovative and successful pro-
gramming has been devoted to enriching the first-year experience in LSA,
Engineering, and elsewhere. Similarly, schools and colleges and concentration units
have developed excellent upper-level curricula and capstone experiences.  Yet the
“middle journey” of the college years, the phase when undergraduates have found
their feet but have yet to chart their course, is still relatively neglected.  For many
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undergraduates, this can be a period of aimlessness, unfocused socializing, and slip-
ping academic performance, as the stereotype of “sophomore slump” suggests.
Conversely, it can be a potentially bracing time of intellectual experimentation, reori-
entation of academic interests, and apprentice experiences in community service or
organizational leadership.  Several items in the “Proposals” section, including the
Sophomore Community Gateway, other sophomore enrichment initiatives, and the
development of pathway or minor curricula, are designed to address this need to
encourage the student’s “middle journey” (see Appendix XI).

EQUIP UNDERGRADUATES WITH GOOD MAPS AND GOOD GUIDES FOR THEIR JOURNEY

If the student members of the Commission agreed on one criticism of the under-
graduate experience, it was that the University does a poor job of informing students
about the range of its resources and a poor job of advising students about how to
make the best use of them.  There were a few exceptions to that generally bleak
assessment.  The Office of New Student Programs is widely praised for its engaging
orientation of matriculating students, as well as for “Welcome to Michigan Week,”
including Convocation, Artscapade, and other events that greet students at the start
of Fall Term.  For the most part, however, the University needs to do a better job of
making its intellectual and social opportunities more transparent and navigable to
undergraduates.  The Commission encourages the development of information-
technology initiatives that can provide students with an easy-to-use interface for offi-
cial business like course registration and financial aid and with an information portal
that can be customized to students’ own interests (see Appendix XI).

As beneficial as such technology can be, it is even more important that the University
improve the human advising system.  Despite recent, admirable efforts to profession-
alize and interlink the advising staff, advising remains underresourced and fragmented
at the University.  In students’ early years, college-based academic advisors and hall-
based residential and peer advisors too often remain disconnected from each other,
from information sources in other schools and colleges, and from related service
providers like the financial aid office.  And then things get worse.  The principal sup-
port that upper-year students receive is college-based academic advising to help them
monitor their requirements and concentration-based advising from faculty who often
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opt out of even the most rudimentary counseling role.  The result—through no fault
of the advising staff itself—exemplifies the inhospitality and routinization of public
higher education at its worst.  The Commission urges the development of policies
for integrating the various advising functions, involving faculty more fully and
expanding the aim of advising from administrative accounting to genuine guidance
of the students’ development.

Neither advanced technology nor engaged advisors can be effective if undergraduates
themselves are not equipped and motivated to use them.  Staff and faculty need to
teach students how to find, organize, and choose among the opportunities that the
University presents—not simply present those opportunities like some well-organized
smorgasbord. Students need to participate in reshaping the norms of undergraduate
culture.  The Commission heard much anecdotal evidence—from students as well as
from faculty and staff—about the tendency toward passivity and consumerism on
the part of Michigan undergraduates making curricular, residential, and social choic-
es.  By contrast, the “navigable university” needs to nurture the habits of purposive
reflection and proactive boldness.  It needs to nurture a community of seekers, not
buyers.

CREATE A STUDENT COMMUNITY THAT IS DIVERSE, INCLUSIVE, ADVENTUROUS, AND

SELF-REFLECTIVE

The first four goals posited either the University as a whole or the individual student
as their frame of reference.  Yet none of these goals is separable from the issue of stu-
dent community.  The Commission believes that the faculty, staff, administrators,
and students need to build a student community that reflects and reinforces the val-
ues considered fundamental to the undergraduate experience at U-M.  New policies
in admissions and recruitment, financial aid, and residential-life policies will be espe-
cially crucial to the task of community building.

That task begins even before the entering class matriculates.  Admissions and recruit-
ment need to be seen not only as an equitable selection among competitors and the
University’s effort to garner the best and the brightest—though it is both of these—
but also as an act of community-building.  The Commission recommends that the
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University admit and recruit students with an eye to fostering diversity, intellectual
initiative, community engagement, creativity, and reflectiveness.  It further urges the
University to develop new tools in the admissions process, beyond simple numeri-
cal measures, for recognizing the diverse excellences and experiences that should
contribute to the undergraduate community.  Moreover, because creating a diverse,
cosmopolitan student body requires the active inclusion of students from historically
underrepresented groups—including students of color, economically disadvantaged
students, and others—the Commission views the pre-college outreach and mentor-
ing programs of the Office of Academic Multicultural Initiatives and other staff as
essential to the undergraduate mission.

Creating a diverse, inclusive, and talented student community also requires adequate
financial aid and flexible policies for allocating it.  As discussed in “Assessing the
Undergraduate Experience,” Michigan faces a growing challenge in recruiting out-of-
state and other admittees, especially as many of our competitors move to increase aid
to middle-class families.  The University’s success in recruitment depends on a dra-
matic increase in both need-based and merit-scholarship aid and on more timely and
family-friendly aid packages.

Finally, housing and residential life offer perhaps the most influential context for
shaping peer relationships among students and building an undergraduate commu-
nity.  The Commission recommends a series of policy changes aimed at fostering
diversity, inclusiveness, and intellectual engagement.  We view the expansion of
Michigan Learning Communities and its diverse living-learning programs as key to
enriching the connections between the formal curriculum and everyday life.  We also
recommend the University articulate the expectation that undergraduates remain in
campus residence during their first two years; that fraternity and sorority rush be
postponed until the end of the first year or later; and that the practice of honoring
housing preferences for first-year students be discontinued.  The Commission is not
prepared to endorse totally random housing placements for incoming students, but
it supports a policy that discourages hometown or home-state “colonies,” and
encourages the exposure of students to the diversity of their classmates.
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PROVIDE RESOURCES AND NURTURE PRACTICES THAT RENEW THE FACULTY COM-

MITMENT TO UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AND ENHANCE STUDENT-FACULTY

INTERACTION

The vision of undergraduate education described here asks the University to prepare
and reward students for crossing boundaries, exploring unfamiliar terrain, and inte-
grating their academic work and everyday life.  That vision can only come to pass if
the University similarly prepares and rewards faculty.  Faculty culture and status
norms at Michigan encourage a genuine but narrow commitment to undergraduate
teaching, a commitment all too often confined to the space of the classroom and the
time of office hours.  By contrast, the undergraduate experience envisioned in this
report entails the development of new practices by the faculty.  It asks them to extend
to undergraduates the sort of rich attention, the melding of intellectual and social
engagement, that graduate students more typically receive at the University.  In part
this would mean the nourishing of more interactive, relational forms of teaching; 
in part it would mean some sustained experimentation, by faculty, chairs, and
administrators, with the geography and calendar of teaching, encouraging the use of
multiple settings and schedules.

Yet the Commission is mindful that new teaching practices will only take root if built
on the existing responsibilities and talents of the faculty.  Faculty-student interaction
must accommodate itself to the rhythms of research and the habits of disciplinary
collegiality.  It also must accommodate itself to the large courses and graduate-
student teaching assistance that constitute inevitable conditions of life at a public
research university.  Indeed, the Commission spent much time discussing the need
for faculty to engage creatively the opportunities that the large course presents for
interdisciplinary, collaborative, and experiential modes of teaching.  Fortunately, the
University has a rich array of programs for encouraging pedagogical innovation and
reflection.  The Commission urges that the Center For Research on Teaching and
Learning and the Hatcher Library’s Faculty Exploratory be given a central role in the
development of new faculty practices and courses (see Appendix XII).
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Not every faculty member or every field will be able to embrace the rules of engage-
ment proposed here; in the future, as now, attention to undergraduate education will
be unevenly distributed across the campus. However, the Commission believes that
the overall quality of the baccalaureate experience depends on a critical mass of fac-
ulty members committing themselves to a more robust relationship with undergrad-
uate teaching and undergraduate life.  Concomitantly, it is imperative that University,
college, and departmental administrators encourage and reward such commitment.
Three types of support for faculty change are needed.  First of all, deans, chairs, and
directors must be willing to fully incorporate not only classroom teaching but contri-
butions to undergraduate education in decisions about promotion, pay, and prestige.
Secondly, administrators need to evolve more flexible ways of allocating faculty labor
in order to measure and compensate the fluid, informal work-rhythms being proposed
here.  Finally, the University needs to reverse the gradual erosion of faculty/student
ratios over the past decade and make possible the enlargement of the teaching role
with a corresponding enlargement of the tenure-track faculty in the principal under-
graduate schools and colleges.  Without a significant increase in the instructional
faculty, the practices proposed here—indeed the whole “urban vision” of this
report—will wither on the vine.
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THE “PIZZA COURSE” IN THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Curriculum 2000, the new undergraduate course of study in the College of Engineering, called for the development of

introductory courses based on integrative, inquiry-based teaching.  Professor Ann Marie Sastry focused her section of

Engineering 100 on the interdisciplinary analysis of pizza-making.  Units include the chemistry of baking, the ther-

modynamics of managing heat loss, and operations analysis of queuing and delivery problems (see Appendix XII).
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MAKE THE CAMPUS MORE INTERCONNECTED, INTEGRATED, AND PERMEABLE

1.1 Build and adapt residence halls to function more like residential colleges

Transforming residential life is crucial to the goal of a campus environment that con-
nects living and learning, faculty and students, and diverse undergraduate subcul-
tures.  Through construction of new halls, the retrofitting of existing dorms, and the
development of a more robust residential culture, the halls could become more like
residential colleges: multi-purpose, intergenerational living, learning, and public set-
tings.  The Commission recommends that residence halls ideally include:

attractive faculty offices, perhaps linked to a rotating Faculty Associate
status

well-used, well-appointed classrooms equipped with advanced instruc-
tional technology

computing facilities with links to course-related software

music rooms, performances spaces, and art facilities for non-specialists

cafes and commons for socializing and organizational meetings

apartment-like housing attractive to groups of advanced undergraduates

In addition, residence halls should ideally contain offices for small, topically relevant
academic, incubator research programs, and co-curricular units.  The U-M Substance
Abuse Research Center, for instance, has expressed interest in relocating to an under-
graduate residential setting; University arts offices might similarly be headquartered
in Alice Lloyd Hall, home to an arts-based learning community.  In sum, residence
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halls should enhance the academic mission of the university, forge links between cur-
ricular and co-curricular activities, and provide comfortable, flexible space for student
life, politics, and creative expression (see Appendix V).

1.2 Build and retrofit non-residential buildings for multipurpose, intergenerational,

all-day use

With the exception of a few settings like the Central Campus Recreational Building,
the geography and architecture of the campus do not foster interaction among facul-
ty, staff, and students through multipurpose, all-day use (see Appendices V and IX).
Functional, social, and temporal specialization is the rule.  As with Proposal 1.1 con-
cerning residence halls, the Commission urges the University to build and retrofit
academic and student-life buildings for mixed use.  Classroom and departmental
buildings such as Frieze Hall might include cafes, community meeting rooms, com-
puting facilities, and food centers.  Socially oriented facilities like the Michigan Union
might include classrooms or unit offices.

Two potential mixed-use building projects merit special mention:

The Commission recommends efforts to break up the monotony and
excessive scale of North Campus through improvements to Pierpont
Commons and the dispersal of other commercial, co-curricular, and
community facilities throughout the North Campus area.

The Commission recommends development of new undergraduate arts
facilities to expand student exposure to the University’s rich arts and
cultural resources, including non-specialist facilities for performance and
creation.  The Commission discussed extensively, without reaching
consensus, a proposal for a central, multifunctional Student Arts
Building that might mix administrative offices, faculty offices, class-
rooms for public goods courses, and studio, performance, and practice
facilities for co-curricular arts activity.  The University should explore
the desirability and feasibility of such a centralized facility.
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1.3  Improve both the physical and intellectual connections between North Campus and

Central Campus

The desirability of improving Pierpont Commons (discussed in Proposal 1.2) is only
one part of a larger imperative to integrate North and Central campus more fully for
undergraduates.  The psychological disconnection that denizens of each campus feel
toward the academic resources and residence halls of the other looms larger than the
actual physical distance between the campuses.  LSA students describe themselves as
disengaged from many of the curricular, artistic, and technological resources of North
Campus; Engineering, Music, and Art students, from the interdisciplinary ferment of
Central Campus.  The Commission recommends that the University take strong
action to strengthen the links between the two campuses.  Many strategies for inte-
grating them were suggested to the Commission, including:

improvement of the intercampus bus system, including rebates and
other incentives for use

development of an intra-University taxi system—perhaps with student
management and/or involvement—for quick runs between the two
campuses

placement of University offices, commercial amenities, and classrooms
on North Campus, with new construction to support them

development of social amenities in the hospital and riverfront areas
between the campuses

At the same time, it is important to remember that integrating North Campus and
Central Campus is an intellectual as much as an urban-planning problem.  The
University needs to foster more curricular collaboration between the two campuses.
The Commission urges schools and colleges from both campuses to create new
opportunities for intercollege coursework and intercampus academic programs.
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These might include:

studios cross-listed in Taubman’s Architecture curriculum and the
School of Natural Resources and Enviornment Landscape Architecture
program

student research projects that partner the technological expertise  of engi-
neers with the policy and social-investigatory concerns of social-scientists
on Central Campus 

an interdisciplinary survey on art, politics, and public culture team-
taught by faculty from Music, Art and Design, Art History, and
American Culture, perhaps including a practicum component involving
public goods units on both campuses

In sum, the perennial complaint that Central and North Campuses represent two
divergent worlds at the University needs to be met not only with bold infrastructural
solutions, but also with academic initiatives that engage students and faculty from
both campuses in common learning, research, and project work.  Such initiatives
would create a richer interdisciplinary environment, as well as a more integrated
campus geography.
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success story
THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND’S GEMSTONE PROGRAM

In Maryland’s Gemstone Program, participating students work together in interdisciplinary teams on a single, “real-

world” project over the course of their whole undergraduate careers (in addition to pursuing their ordinary course of

study).  The teams meet weekly under the guidance of a faculty mentor and include engineers, scientists, and social

scientists; projects usually combine technology development and policy issues. The program exemplifies the sort of

undergraduate interdisciplinary initiative that might connect North Campus and Central Campus more integrally

(see Appendix III).



1.4 Remove barriers to interdisciplinary and inter-college study and collaboration

As discussed in the section on “Assessing the Undergraduate Experience,” the
University has a very strong record of fostering interdisciplinarity at the level of fac-
ulty positions, academic programs, research support, and scholarly conversation.  It
has a good and improving record at the level of undergraduate education.  Our suc-
cess stories include both long-standing undergraduate concentrations like Women’s
Studies, the Center for African and Afroamerican Studies, and the Medieval and
Renaissance Collegium in LSA, and recent curricula such as the Global Change
Curriculum and the Life Sciences interdisciplinary courses, which bridge scientific,
social-scientific, and humanities pedagogy in innovative ways.

At the same time, the Commission believes that U-M can be more effective in mak-
ing interdisciplinary exploration a more central feature of undergraduate education.
In the University’s recent Self-Study Report For Institutional Re-accreditation, the
Working Group On Undergraduate Teaching and Learning5 identified several key
barriers to interdisciplinary, integrative, and collaborative learning, including:

institutional divisions between schools and colleges and programs that
impede faculty collaboration and student boundary-crossing

the expense of such teaching in time and faculty labor, which can dis-
courage both faculty and unit commitment to interdisciplinary curriculum
and program development

student attitudes that often lag behind faculty interest in the bridging
and integration of fields
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The Commission urges the provost and deans to explore several administrative, cur-
ricular, and cultural changes—some echoing the ideas of the Working Group just
cited—to strengthen interdisciplinary and inter-college education for undergraduates:

the convening of an undergraduate council to lower administrative and
budgetary barriers to inter-unit and inter-college team-teaching, curricu-
lum development, cross-listing, and course selection

the continued liberalizing of college-level rules concerning “importa-
tion” of academic credits from other U-M schools and colleges

the creation of interdisciplinary minors and course clusters, within and
between schools and colleges, focused on specified themes

the establishment of internal sabbaticals and rotational appointments
for faculty to teach and research in unfamiliar disciplinary and collegiate
settings within the University

the use of alternative calendar periods and Sophomore Year programs,
discussed in Proposals 3.2 and 3.4, to give students short-term, focused
opportunities for interdisciplinary exploration and reflection

the creation of new faculty positions defined in part to support inter-
college undergraduate programming

The Commission recommends that the proposed Dewey Center (see Proposal 1.5
below) play an important role in facilitating intercollege curricular cooperation and in
incubating and, where appropriate, housing and funding interdisciplinary under-
graduate programs. 

1.5 Create a Dewey Center For Undergraduate Life and Learning

Several of U-M’s peer institutions have implemented initiatives to renew undergrad-
uate education by creating integrative facilities or special centers.  Stanford’s Sweet
Hall brings together academic units like the Undergraduate Research Program and
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Stanford Introductory Studies (a cluster of innovative academic offerings for first- and
second-year students) with support units like the Undergraduate Advising Center
and the Center for Teaching and Learning.  Similarly UNC-Chapel Hill founded the
Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence in 1998 “to lead a renaissance in
undergraduate education at [North] Carolina”;  it houses honors, undergraduate
research, community-based learning, and special scholarship programs, as well as
commons space for informal student-faculty contact (see Appendix III).

The Commission recommends the creation of a center for undergraduate life and
learning at the University of Michigan.  Its precise contours cannot be mandated
here; the above examples are offered as food for thought, not programmatic models.
Nonetheless, “the Dewey Center,” as Commission members nicknamed the idea in
honor of John Dewey’s association with the University, would serve as an apt agency
and facility for many of the recommendations made by the Commission and some
existing University programs.  The Commission saw the center as performing three
linked functions.

It would be a home for boundary-crossing programs that are valuable to undergrad-
uate education but sit uneasily between different schools and colleges or between
academic and student-life administrative offices.  Thus, the center might house or
support the proposed Sophomore Community Gateway initiative (Proposal 3.1) or
experiential-learning courses developed by public goods units (Proposal 2.5).

Secondly, it could act as an incubator for curricular and co-curricular initiatives,
designed not to be ongoing but to spur innovative teaching and learning across the
schools and colleges; such initiatives might include:

undergraduate summer institutes like Rackham’s institutes for faculty
and graduate students (see Appendix XII)

inter-college theme semesters or other one-time educational programs

campus-wide curricular development such as the trans-nationalism
initiative described in Proposal 2.2 
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Finally, the Dewey Center would serve faculty as an “extraterritorial” home for exper-
imental teaching, participation in center academic programs, and co-curricular and
informal interaction with students.  It might offer internal sabbaticals, associate sta-
tus, or even temporary rotational appointments that would enable faculty to develop
new courses, modes of teaching, undergraduate educational programs, and under-
graduate-supported research.

In sum, the Dewey Center would support integrative, community-based, and transcol-
lege undergraduate activities.  Not unlike the Life Sciences Institute, its mission would
be interdisciplinary and “intersectoral,” but it would not house appointments for or
establish permanent relationships with faculty.  Not unlike the Humanities Institute,
it would seek to support a rotating community of faculty, students, and program-
ming each year.  Yet its core mission would be to refresh undergraduate education in
the schools and colleges, not compete with them or withdraw resources from them.

Such a center would ideally be housed in a separate facility that would not simply
function as an administrative building, but would include classrooms, computer
facilities, faculty offices, and spaces for co-curricular socializing, community meet-
ings, and performances.  It would both symbolize and catalyze the University’s com-
mitment to undergraduate life and learning.
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success story
OFFICE OF UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION, MARY GATES HALL, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

Like North Carolina’s Johnston Center, described in the first sidebar, the University of Washington’s Office of

Undergraduate Education illustrates the sort of omnibus undergraduate center that several peer institutions have

recently created.  Located in the new, built-to-purpose Mary Gates Hall, OUE includes the University’s centers

for advising, undergraduate research, honors, community service, course assessment and instructional support for

faculty, and several interdisciplinary undergraduate programs (see Appendix III).



CONNECT STUDENTS TO THE COMMUNITY AND THE WORLD

2.1 Expand student access to, and improve the quality of, study-abroad programs

As discussed in the “Goals” section, the Commission urges the University to estab-
lish a benchmark that, by the time they graduate, all students would have a substan-
tial enough engagement with at least one foreign culture to have an informed respect
for it.  To meet that goal, the University should build on its rich array of opportuni-
ties for living and study abroad.  In preference to Junior-Year Abroad experiences that
place U-M students in self-contained settings with other American undergraduates,
the University should encourage programs that offer educational and social immer-
sion in the culture of the host country.  Such preferred options might include:

“home stay” arrangements like U-M’s current program in Spain

enrollment and residence in host-country universities

institution-to-institution exchanges with a select number of peer institu-
tions abroad

work-abroad programs that blend study, internships, research, and prac-
titioner training in relevant professional fields 

Such an expanded menu of opportunities would be administered by an enlarged
Office of International Programs (OIP).  OIP should continue and extend the current
effort to develop study-abroad programs not only in Europe, but throughout the
world.  The Commission further recommends that the University secure financial aid
for economically disadvantaged students to undertake study abroad.  International
programs need to be a fully democratic opportunity that all Michigan undergraduates
are able and encouraged to consider.
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2.2 Expand the study of globalism and transnational phenomena across the U-M

curriculum

At the same time that the University enlarges institutional and financial access to
high-quality study-abroad programs, it should encourage the incorporation of global
and transnational studies in all academic units.  The Commission recommends that
new courses and academic programs be developed to integrate global and interna-
tional phenomena into the home concerns of the schools, colleges and departments.
Such “globalism across the curriculum” might include:

capstone courses fostering advanced undergraduate research

the integration of comparative and transnational themes into standard
curricula

interdisciplinary seminars, jointly offered by different units, on such
issues as the dispersion of new technologies and world-music fusions

theme semesters on such topics as new currents of migration and
diasporic cultures

new academic minors or certificate programs

the study of the United States and North America in a global context,
linking the study of multicultural diversity at home to transnational
migration and intercultural hybridism
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success story
THE GLOBAL INTERCULTURAL EXPERIENCES for UNDERGRADUATES PROGRAM

Scheduled to be launched in 2001, the Global Intercultural Experiences Program will enable students to pursue sum-

mer opportunities for research, work-study, and travel internships in international and intercultural settings.

Supervising faculty will introduce participating students to intercultural models of study, research, and work.  The

program integrates Michigan’s commitment to international study, multicultural pedagogy, and experiential learning.



The Commission recommends that the deans ask their faculty to inventory their han-
dling of transnational themes and to develop proposals for incorporating them into
its curriculum.  The Center for Research on Teaching and Learning could also serve
as technical support in this initiative.

2.3 Make transnational themes and the social integration of international students a

principle of co-curricular and residential programming

International and global themes offer a superb opportunity for innovative courses
and academic programs and for the linkage of curricular, co-curricular, and residen-
tial activities. University housing policies and co-curricular programs (including the
faculty programs envisioned in Proposal 5.1) should foster much richer interaction
between American undergraduates and the University’s diverse community of inter-
national students.  Such policies and programs would not only enrich the learning
environment of the residence halls, but also reverse the concentration of internation-
al students in separate housing arrangements, which impoverishes their own educa-
tional experience and that of the larger student community.

Similarly, in line with Proposal 5.1 concerning the expansion of the living-learning
initiative, the Commission recommends that the University explore the creation of
one or more residential learning communities that would combine multinational stu-
dent membership with the intellectual exploration of global and transnational
themes.

2.4 Establish a Community Education Council or Office to coordinate the University’s

civic-engagement programs

As has been discussed, the University has a strong record of leadership in service-
learning, community-engagement, public goods, and volunteer programs.  Yet these
programs remain largely uncoordinated, in part because they work with so many dis-
parate academic and administrative units.  There is much untapped potential for
information-sharing, resource-sharing, and collaborative work among community-
engagement programs. Students participating in a neighborhood history project
through the Arts of Citizenship Program might, for example, join forces with a com-
munity-development course taught in urban planning or a landscape design studio in
SNRE. Similarly the Museum of Art might work with students in a School of
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Education practicum to develop new K-12 outreach programs linked to exhibitions.
Such coordination and partnering would simultaneously augment Michigan’s com-
mitment to civic engagement and interdisciplinary education.

The Commission recommends that the University’s community-engagement, service-
learning, public goods, and volunteer programs be coordinated through a
Community Education Council or Office in the Dewey Center for Undergraduate
Life and Learning (see Proposal 1.5).  The Council/Office should have some curricu-
lar authority, budgetary resources, and instructional support to help launch commu-
nity-based courses, in those cases where proposed courses do not fit easily within
individual college curricula.  The Community Education Council/Office would also
serve as a natural home for the Sophomore Community Gateway initiative envi-
sioned in Proposal 3.1.

2.5 Expand the capacity of the University’s public goods and cultural resource units to

offer curricular and co-curricular programs for undergraduates

Over the past several years, the University’s cultural institutions—both those that
report centrally as part of the Public Goods Council and others in individual schools
and colleges—have begun to develop innovative courses, internships, community
projects, and co-curricular activities that link their public-cultural mission with under-
graduate education. Similarly, the Arts of Citizenship Program, in partnership with
the Bentley Historical Library and the Graduate Library’s Digital Library Initiative,
has created the Students On Site website, an online documentary collection about
Ann Arbor history designed for local elementary schools. U-M undergraduates did
much of the historical research for the website and drafted a curriculum guide for K-12
teachers.

The Commission recommends the expansion and coordination of the undergraduate
educational mission of the public goods and cultural-resource units.  Either through
the Community Education Council envisioned in Proposal 2.4 or a similar, campus-
wide administrative agency,  the University should facilitate course development,
student internships, and collaborative projects by public-cultural units.  Courses that
combine cultural, artistic, or historical study with experiential learning, practicum or
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project work, or internships, should be especially encouraged.  Because such cours-
es may have special scheduling and credit-allocating needs, administrative flexibility
and budgetary resources will be required to facilitate them.  As with the community-
based and service-learning programs discussed in Proposal 2.4, the Dewey Center
can serve as a home for these initiatives, especially ones that do not fit well within
the standing college curricula.

TREAT THE UNDERGRADUATE CAREER AS A LIFE-COURSE JOURNEY, BOTH INTELLECTU-

ALLY AND SOCIALLY

3.1 Create a Sophomore Year Initiative with improved housing, advising, and intellectual

programs for second-year students

As discussed in the “Goals” section, the Commission came to view the developmen-
tal logic of the undergraduate experience not along a conventional two-phase
model—a pre-concentration period of general education followed by an advanced
period of deep, more concentrated mastery, but rather as a narrative with a begin-
ning, middle, and end.  Much of the recent improvement in undergraduate education
concerns the beginning phase of the student’s career at Michigan.  Programs like the
First-Year Seminars, UROP, and Michigan Learning Communities have enriched the
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success story
THE ROYAL SHAKESPEARE COMPANY RESIDENCY

The Winter Term 2001 visit of the Royal Shakespeare Company, sponsored by the University Musical Society, was

not only a triumphant performance residency but a model of curricular and co-curricular programming by public

goods and academic units. It included courses in English, Theater Studies, and the Residential College; exhibitions

at the Bentley Historical Library and the Harlan Hatcher Graduate Library; and a variety of master classes, work-

shops, forums, and other programs (see Appendix VII).
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freshman experience immeasurably.  Yet the middle phase—the time when students
have “found their feet” in college and are ready for new social encounters, discipli-
nary exploration, and community connections—has been relatively neglected here at
U-M and elsewhere.  This may be one reason that the sophomore year is often a
“slump” period of dipping grades and social drifting for many undergraduates.  Such
problems are exacerbated at the U-M by the unfortunate fact that most sophomores
leave the residence halls—and the advising and support systems that the halls pro-
vide—to live in fraternity and sorority houses or on their own for the first time.

The Commission recommends that the University launch a Sophomore Year
Initiative, an integrated set of intellectual, co-curricular, and support programs to
enrich the middle phase of the undergraduate years.  The programmatic content of
this Initiative should be developed by a task force of faculty, students, and academ-
ic and student-affairs staff representing key schools and colleges, central administra-
tors, and the Dewey Center.  Along with the Sophomore Community Gateway
described separately in Proposal 3.2, the Commission would expect the Initiative to
include such components as:

the expectation that second-year undergraduates would remain in resi-
dence halls (as discussed in Proposal 5.3), and the design of living spaces
and residential co-curricular programming appropriate to a vibrant sec-
ond-year experience

the expansion of advising services to engage the specific academic and
social issues faced by sophomores, both in and out of campus housing

the development of curricular opportunities aimed at the experienced
but pre-concentration student—for instance, interdisciplinary Sophomore
Seminars that explore particular social issues or cutting-edge research
problems from the vantage-point of multiple disciplinary approaches
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the creation of a “sophomore convocation,” a “mini-term” or sabbatical
week apart from the pressures of the regular term schedule, dedicated to
reflection and exploration, perhaps through a course fair, interdiscipli-
nary mini-courses, community projects, and other opportunities for
intellectual and civic engagement.  (Such a convocation would depend
on putting into the place the more flexible calendar discussed in
Proposal 3.4.)

3.2. Create a Sophomore Community Gateway program

As a key element of the Sophomore Year Initiative, the Commission recommends
that the University’s community, service-learning, and public goods units organize a
Sophomore Community Gateway campaign to recruit students for their programs.
The aim of the initiative would be not to limit community work to the second year,
but rather to initiate an ongoing commitment to it.  Thus civic, community, and pub-
lic cultural work would be a visible and available opportunity for the sophomore
year, in much the same way that study-abroad is part of the junior year agenda. The
Commission envisions the Gateway as an initiative of the proposed Dewey Center.
It would draw on existing curricular links between the schools, colleges and service-
learning and public goods units.  At the same time, it would bring students together
across college lines and would be supported by resources for publicity, program-
building, and curricular development at the University and college level. 
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success story
STANFORD’S SOPHOMORE COLLEGE

Many universities, including Michigan, have created special first-year curricula.  Stanford is one of the few to

institute academic programs aimed at the sophomore year.  Part of the Stanford Introductory Studies initiative,

Sophomore College brings selected returning second-year students together before the opening of autumn quar-

ter to study with faculty in small-group seminars in a residential setting (see Appendix III).



The Sophomore Community Gateway is designed to serve a double function.  It
would help to recruit students for community service and public engagement work
(and in the process, as envisioned in Proposal 2.4, help link community programs
together).  It would also anchor community engagement in the middle-phase of the
undergraduate career, a time at which undergraduates are often ready for exploration
and new connections.

3.3. Create “pathway” minors or certificates

Most unit concentrations are organized around acquiring intensive mastery of a par-
ticular disciplinary territory, with its attendant themes and methods of study.  The
Commission recommends supplementing such concentration curricula with “path-
way curricula,” defined by developmental movement across linked fields.  Long-
established examples of such pathway curricula include pre-medical, teacher-training
and other pre-professional courses of study.  The schools and colleges, in collabora-
tion with the Dewey Center and other non-school and college-based units, should
encourage faculty, professional practitioners, and staff to create new pathway pro-
grams in such areas as creative expression, new media, and community practice.  The
Media Union, for instance, might host a pathway program on the new technologies
and the arts, bringing together a sequence of courses and faculty from Engineering,
Art and Design, and LSA humanities units.  Similarly a consortium of departments
and professional schools could organize a pathway curriculum integrating social-
scientific coursework with community internships.

The Commission does not envision such curricula competing with unit concentra-
tions or supplanting them in college-based degree requirements.  Rather, pathway
programs would transect and link coursework across concentrations, braiding differ-
ent fields of study with the student’s own unfolding aspirations and intellectual
growth. The pathway program would offer a natural frame for interdisciplinary and
intercollege collaboration among college-based academic units, public goods units,
and professional schools, as envisioned in many proposals of this report.  They
would likely be organized like minor or certificate programs—as a small cluster of
sequenced courses or practicum experiences—and indeed the minors currently being
created in LSA offer a good model of the scale and governance of such programs.  
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3.4. Convene a Provost’s task force to explore the use of a more flexible calendar,

including courses of variable length, summer or winter intersessions, and the use

of Spring/Summer Terms for alternative programs

The University calendar is at once the most taken for granted and the most
intractable fact of academic life.  Michigan’s calendar is especially rigid.  With the
interesting exception of the University’s professional schools, educational activity is
crammed into the standard units of the fourteen-week term and the semester-long
course. Spring/Summer Terms are underused as opportunities for alternative modes
of pedagogy and curricular organization.

The Commission found itself returning constantly to the desirability for a more sup-
ple, multifarious academic calendar without reaching a view of what it might look
like.  It is clear that many of the proposals in this report would be more feasible and
creative if implemented with calendrical flexibility.  For instance:

Public goods and community service opportunities in Proposals 2.4 and
2.5 would benefit from creative use of Spring/Summer Terms for expe-
riential learning, project work, and internships (options that would
require new patterns of project supervision and credit allocation).

Summer or winter intersessions could be used for time-intensive,
exploratory, for-credit educational experiences such as the “sophomore
convocation” discussed in Proposal 3.1 or improved retention support in
Proposal 4.3.

Theme semesters, pathway programs, and other curricular strategies for
course-clustering would be improved by the half-semester and variable-
length options.

The Commission recommends that a campus-wide task force study the possible revi-
sion of the academic calendar; among the core goals of calendar reorganization should
be the fostering of interdisciplinarity, community engagement, diversity, and exploratory
learning in the undergraduate experience.
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EQUIP UNDERGRADUATES WITH GOOD MAPS AND GOOD GUIDES FOR THEIR JOURNEY

4.1. Improve the flow of information about University resources to undergraduates

The University needs to provide undergraduates with timely, focused, and compre-
hensive information about the breadth of curricular, co-curricular, and social
resources available to them.  The Commission’s discussions, feedback from student
focus groups, and advice from experts on pedagogy and information technology sug-
gest that (at least) three types of change will be required to improve information to
students about the University:

creation of an electronic portal like the current “my.umich.edu” experi-
ment that offers both encyclopedic and personally customizable infor-
mation to all students, on and off campus, through the University’s
website (see Appendix XI)

timely management of “content” to make student information as cur-
rent, transparent, and searchable as possible

development of settings, teacher/trainers, and materials that give stu-
dents active guidance in navigating the complex “information-world” of
the University

Providing good navigational aid for the undergraduate’s journey is a precondition for
the success of every proposal in this report.  Such aid should not be viewed primari-
ly as a technological fix.  Rather it is a pedagogical support, not unlike a writing or
computing center, and its design will require the collaboration of experts in informa-
tion technology and advising, faculty, and students.

4.2. Overhaul the advising system

Given the widespread discontent expressed by students, the Commission recommends
that a joint Academic Affairs/Student Affairs task force be convened with representa-
tives from central offices and the schools and colleges to overhaul the undergraduate
advising system.  We are mindful of the difficulty of this task, as well as its impor-
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tance.  In a university as large and complex as Michigan, the effectiveness of advis-
ing will always be constrained by certain intractable tensions: the value of keeping
academic advising squarely within the schools and colleges, for instance, even as we
seek to encourage the integration of the student experience across the schools and
colleges and across the curricular and co-curricular lines.  Nonetheless, assessments
received from students and staff suggest at least four key goals for change in the
advising system:

advising needs to become more integrated, with regular communication
and common training among academic, residential, and peer advisors

while remaining mindful of the student’s privacy and autonomy, advis-
ing needs to become more proactive, with effective links to parents,
counselors, faculty, the University Health Service, Counseling and
Psychological Services, and financial aid and housing staff 

advising needs to be more continuous, rather than a two-stage process
in which intensive first-year guidance gives way to irregular, hands-off
academic oversight in the upper years

advising needs to be more substantive, in which professional staff and
faculty work together to provide guidance and conversation, not simply
academic accounting, throughout the undergraduate career

4.3. Improve academic and social support programs aimed at increasing the retention of

historically underrepresented students

Undergraduates, faculty, and administrators all stress the importance of an inclusive
and welcoming environment in enhancing the educational experience and success of
members of historically underrepresented groups. The Commission urges the
University to build on the successful retention efforts of the Office of Academic
Multicultural Affairs and related programs that further the integration of and improve
graduation rates for all students.  More specifically we recommend:



research undertaking to understand the non-academic factors that affect
retention and graduation rates

exploring the desirability of creating a special cadre of retention advisors to
work with students at risk of failing or dropping out by the proposed task
force on advising (see Proposal 4.3) 

supporting LSA’s Comprehensive Studies and Summer Bridge Programs
(see Appendices IV and VIII) to ensure the success of underrepresented
students and that they be opened to non-LSA undergraduates or repli-
cated in other schools and colleges

increasing support for the maintainance of multicultural student-life
facilities such as Trotter House (see Appendix VIII)

Both students and administrators emphasize that welcoming, accessible relationships
with faculty represent the single most important factor in enabling underrepresented
students to find their foothold at U-M.  It is incumbent on all faculty—not only faculty
of color—to establish rich, supportive relationships with all students.  The proposals in
this report to enhance co-curricular and informal interaction between faculty and stu-
dents would strengthen faculty commitment to retain all undergraduates.  Such
interaction needs to be seen by faculty and rewarded by administration as a signifi-
cant professional responsibility.
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success story
THE CRLT PLAYERS

The CRLT Players exemplify the beneficial effects of boundary-crossing: in this case, the value of cross-pol-

linating Michigan’s rich arts scene with its commitment to multicultural education. Sponsored by the Center

For Research On Learning and Teaching, the Players perform sketches related to themes of diversity, inclu-

sion, identity, and power in the classroom (see Appendix VIII).



CREATE A STUDENT COMMUNITY THAT IS DIVERSE, INCLUSIVE, ADVENTUROUS, AND

SELF-REFLECTIVE

5.1. Extend the University’s learning-communities initiative

The Michigan Learning Communities program exemplifies the integration of academ-
ics and social life and the creation of robust and substantive student communities. The
Commission endorses the Housing Office’s stated goal of creating a significant, sta-
ble learning community in every residence hall.  Like the residence halls themselves,
living-learning communities need to become more mixed generationally, retaining
the affiliation of advanced undergraduates and providing opportunities for graduate
and professional students to participate as well. They also should function to connect
students of varying national, ethnic, and geographic backgrounds through shared
social and intellectual activity (a goal that will be furthered by the international learn-
ing communities described in Proposal 2.3).

The Commission also recommends that the University expand its support for non-
residentially-based learning communities such as UROP and the Comprehensive
Studies Program, that mix curricular and co-curricular activities and bring faculty,
staff, and students together beyond the traditional classroom.  The provost and deans
should explore the desirability of establishing new non-residential communities
linked with the University’s public goods units and with interdisciplinary academic
centers such as the International Institute.
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success story
HEALTH SCIENCES SCHOLARS PROGRAM

The Health Sciences Scholars Program, one of several academically themed residential programs in the Michigan

Learning Communities, is planned for a residence hall near the Medical Campus.  Coordinated by LSA and the

Health Sciences Deans Council, it will sponsor academic and co-curricular activities aimed at students with a

special interest in health-related fields (see Appendix IV).



5.2. End housing policies that enable incoming first-year students to select their own

residence hall and roommates

Like charity, undergraduate community begins at home; the everyday life of room-
mates is perhaps the single most important setting for nurturing engagement, explo-
ration, mutual respect, and boundary-crossing.  The Commission recommends in the
strongest terms that the University end its policy of allowing incoming freshmen to
select dorms and roommates, a policy that has led to significant hometown and
home-state colonies in certain residence halls. Commission members were divided
as to whether a purely random method of allocating roommates was desirable; many
supported a more deliberate policy of matching roommates with an eye to compat-
ibility and difference.  The consensus, however, was that the first-year roommate
experience should encourage the safe and welcoming exploration of difference.

5.3. Establish and enforce the expectation that undergraduates will spend two years in

residence halls and provide housing and housing policies that support longer terms

of on-campus residency

Residence halls will not succeed as socially diverse residential communities if the
norm persists that undergraduates live in them for only one year.  The Commission
recommends that the University provide attractive on-campus housing to all under-
graduates for two years and that it establish the clear expectation that they remain in
the residence halls for that long.  Along with the recommendations for the enrich-
ment of residence-hall life detailed in Proposals 1.1 and 5.1, the University should
take further steps to encourage extended tenancy and multigenerational mixing in the
halls.  Possibilities include: 

offering apartment suites for advanced students in new and retrofitted
buildings

providing pied-a-terre facilities for off-campus students

developing associate or affiliate status for graduate, professional, and
advanced undergraduate students
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5.4. Postpone fraternity and sorority rush until at least the end of freshman year and work

with the fraternity and sorority system to enrich the Greek houses’ co-curricular and

community programs

The holding of fraternity/sorority rush early in the Fall Term of freshman year dis-
courages precisely the exploratory, expansive, and boundary-crossing experiences
that the Commission seeks to foster among new undergraduates.  Early rush also
does not serve the interests of the fraternities and sororities because it reinforces the
current tendency for Greek housing to serve as a short-term solution for sophomores.
The Commission recommends that the University work with the fraternity and
sorority houses to delay the rush system until at least the end of the first year or the
beginning of the second.

At the same time, the Commission urges the Vice-President for Student Affairs to work
with the Interfraternity Council, the Black Greek Association, and the Panhellenic
Association to encourage long-term residency and to improve co-curricular program-
ming in the Greek organizations.  If the University successfully establishes the two-
year expectation for undergraduate residency in on-campus housing (see Proposal
5.3), it would be desirable for fraternities and sororities to re-define themselves as living
communities for advanced undergraduates.  Faculty and administrators could further
such change by bringing into the Greek houses the sort of cultural and intellectual pro-
gramming envisioned for the residence halls in Proposals 1.1 and 5.1.  More generally
the University should treat the Greek system as a potential ally in the nurturing of a
robust student community, not as a competitor to be shunned.

5.5. Sharpen the admissions process to find students eager to explore the diversity, scale,

and breadth of the University of Michigan

As suggested in the “Goals” section, the creation of a diverse, inclusive, and intellectu-
ally adventurous student community must begin with the admissions and recruitment
process.  Admissions is an act of community-formation as much as a competitive
selection.  In its legal defense of affirmative action in admissions, the University has
made a principled commitment to building a student community whose diversity
enhances the educational development of everyone.  This commitment needs to be
taken further.  The Commission recommends that the Admissions Office recruit and
admit students who display the initiative, open-mindedness, and reflectiveness to
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explore and benefit from the University’s intellectual and cultural diversity.  In part,
this will mean developing marketing and branding strategies that communicate the
“urban vision” of Michigan as a place of breadth, variety, energy, and exploration.  It
will also mean developing new application tools—for instance, a checklist of campus
activities on which the applicant can describe his or her interests—that can sharpen
the Admission Office’s recognition of the student’s curiosity and initiative, as well as
allowing for an even greater mix of interests in composing a class.

5.6. Improve recruitment and develop more generous and flexible financial-aid policies

If the University is to maintain its stature as a leading national university with a highly
diverse and accomplished undergraduate body, it must continue to draw out-of-state
and international students, as well as those talented and interesting achievers who are
actively courted by our competitors.  Admissions and financial-aid experts counsel
that improving our recruitment of such students will depend on three factors. The
first is improving the University’s publicity and information about the things we do
well—a theme that runs throughout this report (see Appendices X and XIII).  The sec-
ond factor is more active involvement by faculty in recruiting our very best admittees.
Third, and perhaps most important, is the need for more generous financial-aid
resources and flexible financial-aid policies.  The Commission recommends the U-M

increase both merit-scholarship and need-based support for out-of-state
and especially talented admittees and that support for financial aid be a
high priority for the new development campaign

coordinate between the admitting schools and colleges and the Office of
Financial Aid to provide strong students with an early and secure aid
commitment

enhance the attractiveness of financial-aid packages with more flexible
and family-friendly policies that remove the contribution expected from
home equity, reduce the loan burden expected of middle-income fami-
lies, and liberalize the rules for the use of outside scholarship support
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PROVIDE RESOURCES AND NURTURE PRACTICES THAT RENEW THE FACULTY COMMIT-

MENT TO UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AND ENHANCE STUDENT-FACULTY INTERACTION

6.1. Increase the faculty presence in undergraduate residential and social settings

The undergraduate experience can only be enriched by the daily or weekly presence of
faculty not only in classrooms and faculty offices, but also in cafeterias, commons
areas, and other settings of student social life.  The most effective way to increase stu-
dent-faculty contact is to place faculty offices in residential and mixed-use buildings.
This idea attracted passionate advocates and equally passionate skeptics in the
Commission, but there was substantial sentiment to seek its implementation.  At the
same time, the Commission urges the University to explore other strategies for bring-
ing faculty into contact with undergraduates in residence halls, Greek houses, and
other undergraduate settings, including:

placing research incubator units and small academic units in residence
halls and mixed-use buildings

developing co-curricular programs like movie discussions, jam sessions,
current-events commentary, and other informal occasions for student-
faculty mixing

developing a non-technical “research chat” series for the residence halls,
co-ops, and Greek houses, patterned on the talks that faculty give to
alumni groups and at Camp Michigania 

hosting student-oriented forums and conversations with visiting scholars,
artists, and public figures brought to campus by faculty sponsors

6.2 Establish Dewey Fellowships and other faculty programs to support innovative under-

graduate teaching

One key function of the proposed Dewey Center would be to provide faculty with
resources—funding, time, and intellectual community—to experiment with their
teaching, participate in innovative programs, and develop new courses and projects
concerning undergraduate education.  The Commission recommends that the Center
partner with CRLT to establish a corps of “Dewey Fellows,” a significant number of
whom would be appointed on a rotating basis from year to year, and to support other
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initiatives for faculty innovation in undergraduate education.  Like Fellows at the
Institute for the Humanities, Dewey Fellows would be drawn from a pool of appli-
cants submitting project proposals.  Participation could bring a reduced teaching load
and a residency at the Center.  Other faculty-support programs might include:

small, short-term grants for supplemental course support, course devel-
opment funds, or other instructional grants

course development sabbaticals

rotating appointments to teach in interdisciplinary, community-engagement,
public goods, or other programs in or out of the Dewey Center

funding support to reimburse college-based units to encourage team-
teaching and experimental curricula

conferences, visiting lectures, a publication series, and other scholarly
resources focusing on undergraduate education

6.3 Increase the size of the instructional faculty and replenish college budgets for new

commitments to undergraduate education

The proposals in this report entail a “thicker” faculty commitment to undergraduate
education and increased budgetary commitment on the part of the schools and col-
leges—often for programs that channel faculty and funding outside the established
curriculum.  Moreover, these recommendations come at a time of gradually worsening
faculty/student ratios in LSA and Engineering, the two largest undergraduate colleges. It
is essential that school and college support for the goals and proposals advocated in
this report be accompanied by the expansion of the instructional faculty and replen-
ishment of undergraduate education budgets.

The Commission recommends that the University’s new development campaign set as
a high priority a significant increase of the instructional faculty in undergraduate
schools and colleges.  Such new positions should not be dedicated solely to under-
graduate teaching, but distributed across the whole faculty.  The additional FTEs
should primarily augment the University’s undergraduate program.  Moreover, as the
president, provost, deans, and curricular units negotiate the allocation of new posi-
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tions, priority should be given to teaching fields that accord with the programmatic
priorities described in this report.  Examples could include:

interdisciplinary programs and intercollege pedagogy
community-engagement and service-learning
public cultural practice, including museum studies and performance
studies
international and global studies
project-based pedagogy across the curriculum

6.4 Institutionalize more flexible career trajectories and work expectations for faculty

Many of the proposals broached in this report—the growth of “pathway” curricula,
the expansion of living-learning communities, the commitment of faculty energy to
non-classroom contact with students—entail practices that are in tension with the
norms of faculty work and career trajectories as measured by full-time departmental
teaching and equally full-time leave.  The Commission urges the creation of a cam-
pus-wide task force to develop flexible practices for deploying faculty work and
encouraging faculty exploration, perhaps along lines suggested by the faculty work-
ing group in the campus reaccreditation.  These practices could include the Dewey
Fellowships and internal sabbaticals discussed above as well as participation in living-
learning and other teaching environments in which the semester course is not the
inflexible unit of labor.  Such alternative settings or positions might mix teaching,
administrative responsibilities, intellectual exploration, and social contact with stu-
dents in heterodox ways.  The University needs to find ways of organizing work,
departmental obligations, and career trajectories so as not to discourage faculty from
undertaking commitments central to the undergraduate teaching mission.

6.5. Align faculty rewards and incentives to enhance faculty commitment to undergradu-

ate education and faculty interaction with students outside of the classroom

Just as the University needs to support and recompense the schools and colleges for
an enlarged commitment to undergraduate teaching that these recommendations
advocate, so too the schools, colleges, and departments need to reward their faculty.
It is crucial that deans, chairs, and directors institutionalize procedures and profes-
sional norms that reward faculty commitment to undergraduate education in deci-
sions regarding promotion, pay, leave, research support, awards, and other incentives
and resources.
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What changes would need to be implemented for the Commission’s goals and pro-
posals to be translated into action? It makes sense to answer this question at three
distinct levels: new organizational structures, new resources, and new norms.  

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES

Whenever an institution is asked to undertake significant change, the question arises
whether existing administrative structures are well-suited to guide it. At the University
of Michigan, with its traditions of autonomy, decanal authority, and faculty gover-
nance, it becomes a question about decentralism.  Can the schools and colleges nur-
ture the sort of integrative, boundary-crossing activities—between schools and col-
leges, between formal learning and student life, between the campus and the larger
community—at the heart of this report? Does the University require new, more cen-
tralized structures to oversee the interdisciplinary, international, co-curricular, resi-
dential, and community programs proposed here?

The answer must be, “all of the above.”  The undergraduate schools and colleges,
especially LSA and Engineering, are home to most of the University’s undergraduate
teaching faculty and student body, and to most of the financial resources essential to
undergraduate teaching and learning.  If they cannot agree to the changes proposed
here—if the recommended programs, policies, and facilities diminish their capacity
to pursue their teaching mission—nothing will come of this report. However,
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because the Commission advocates a set of integrative initiatives outside the existing
purview of any single college, many proposals would seem to suggest the creation
of new administrative roles that engage the undergraduate experience as a whole.
Certainly that has been the conclusion of peer institutions—Stanford, UNC-Chapel
Hill, UC Berkeley, University of Washington—that have appointed undergraduate
commissions like ours.  In nearly every case, as discussed elsewhere in the report, the
stocktaking process has led not only to significant programmatic changes, but also to
the establishment of some form of omnibus undergraduate center, often overseen by
a university-wide administrator for undergraduate affairs.

The Commission advocates a plural, contextual strategy for issues of organizational
continuity and change.  We recommend lodging some proposals—such as interna-
tional studies and pathway curricula—solely in the schools and colleges for imple-
mentation.  Other efforts are best structured as collaborations between college and
university-wide partners—for instance, the Sophomore Community Gateway or cur-
riculum development involving public goods institutions—where leadership and ini-
tiative would emerge from different participants in different contexts.  Finally, we see
some of the recommendations most effectively vested in three new administrative
structures:

The first is the Dewey Center for Undergraduate Life and Learning. The Commission
conceives the Dewey Center as the appropriate home for new curricular and co-cur-
ricular initiatives that cross college and town/gown boundaries, as well as for exper-
imental courses, programs, and incubator initiatives that might eventually return to the
schools and colleges but would benefit from being fed and nurtured in a pedagogical
laboratory setting.

The second type of structure is the joint academic/student life task force.  For example,
the Commission is proposing a series of university-wide committees—concerning
advising, the academic calendar, and other issues—that will require the integration of
curricular, residential, and student-life concerns. Although the University has relied on
such joint committees in the past, the professional divide between academic and stu-
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dent-life offices has sometimes hobbled the development of policies and programs in
service learning, housing, learning communities, and other areas. Collaborative over-
sight and policy formation in joint committees needs to be institutionalized as a stan-
dard governance mechanism.

The third type of structure to which our proposals and those of similar task forces at
peer institutions point is the most important.  It is the convening of an overarching
Undergraduate Council charged with guiding the implementation of the
Commission findings as a whole.  Such a council would comprise both University
and college administrators.  It might include the vice-provost for academic affairs, the
associate deans for undergraduate education in the appropriate schools and colleges,
the director of the Dewey Center, the vice-president for student affairs, and other fac-
ulty and undergraduates. The Undergraduate Council would be responsible for
encouraging collaboration and resolving boundary disputes between the schools and
colleges and university-wide programs like the Dewey Center. It would steward the
campus and public conversations—with faculty, students, alumni, and others—that
should follow the publication of this report.  Indeed, if the president accepts in broad
stroke the findings of the Commission, the appointment of the Undergraduate
Council as an implementation committee might well be his first response. 

RESOURCES

The recommendations in this report involve significant change. Several key proposals
call for expensive investments in new faculty, programs, facilities, and student aid.
Other recommendations—for instance, the growth of international and community-
based programs—are not intrinsically expensive, but entail significant shifts of facul-
ty resources away from the traditional curriculum. These new responsibilities and
burdens can only be met if they are balanced by an infusion of new resources into
undergraduate life and learning.

Two aspects of the need for new resources bear particular mention. First, it is clear
that certain key recommendations of the Commission report will entail new
fundraising and point to priorities for the planned development campaign.  Such
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“big-ticket items” include the Dewey Center, new and retrofitted residential con-
struction, increased financial aid, and the addition of new faculty positions.
Secondly, the Commission urges the University to commit itself  to the principle that
the programs, policies, facilities, and administrative changes contemplated in the
report will entail no reduction of  budgetary resources to the undergraduate schools
and colleges. Thus, where proposals like the expansion of community-engagement
courses or the creation of Dewey Fellowships pressure the teaching responsibilities
of the schools and colleges, they would receive replacement resources.  

Ideally, the schools and colleges would benefit from both the addition of faculty
positions and the extrabudgetary expansion of innovative programming.  Implicit in
this commitment is a kind of social compact between the schools and colleges and
the central administration: the taking on of complex new commitments to the enrich-
ment of undergraduate education on the one hand, the benefit of new faculty posi-
tions and academic programs on the other.

NORMS

At heart, the most intractable and important level of change entailed in the
Commission’s recommendations—the change that will be most difficult to imple-
ment—is the change in norms, practices, and values.  The vision offered here asks
faculty to end the tradition of making undergraduate education the stepchild of the
University’s educational mission and to engage undergraduates beyond the confines
of the classroom and the office hour.  It challenges undergraduates to think deliber-
ately about, and explore boldly, the connections between living and learning, aca-
demic analysis and community practice, North Campus and Central Campus disci-
plines.  Finally, it asks the institution as a whole to support these changing norms by
providing incentives, rewards, and recognition for the improvement of undergradu-
ate education.  Faculty, students, and institutional authorities will have good reason
to resist the burdens of these new roles and relationships. They will have legitimate
concerns for other goals—scholarly research, post-baccalaureate career plans—that
they hold dear.  The burden of the Commission, and of those who will carry on the
conversation that the Commission began, is to make clear the gains in intellectual
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growth, energy, and creativity that will come with this change in norms.  The
University of Michigan has extraordinary resources with which to transform under-
graduate education: a world-class faculty, bright and engaged students, a campus of
unsurpassed breadth, energy, and diversity.  It has already achieved much in revivi-
fying the undergraduate experience and overcoming the problems of a large public
research university.  Now is the time for a second chapter of change, one that could
make Michigan a national innovator in the grand experiment of democratic higher
education.
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This provides background resources, data, and information referenced in the report by the
President’s Commission on the Undergraduate Experience. It is organized topically and by
alphabetical order.
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This supplemental section lists external resources, reports, and information also considered
by the President’s Commission on the Undergraduate Experience. It is organized topically
and by alphabetical order, rather than by the sections of the report.
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